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Helping ourselves
It’s all over the news and social 
media: Teachers feel disrespected, 
undervalued, and more stressed 
than the average U.S. worker. Is this 
an outcome of our current political 
environment? Of mandated curriculum 
and standardized tests? Of an increase 
in issues students (and educators) 
bring to the schoolhouse? Regardless 
of the cause, the stress is real. So, 
what do we do about it? 

In this issue, we focus on stress brought on by work-life 
balance that’s off-kilter. Our authors validate many of your daily 
concerns and share specific strategies to help you minimize 
stress and focus on your health and happiness. And what 
you do to help yourself can also help your students. A teacher 
who comes to class stressed can affect learning; students can 
usually tell when we’re not ourselves, which can be distracting 
and discouraging for them. The strategies offered here are 
developed for educators, but many can also be shared as-is or 
adapted for use by students to help mitigate the stresses in 
their lives. And I know you are well-aware that many of our 
students are overly stressed, too.

As we ring in the new year with this issue, we also welcome 
Washington Post columnist Phyllis Fagell, who is authoring the 
new column, “The Meaningful Middle,” for AMLE Magazine. 
Fagell brings extensive experience working with public and 
private middle schools on issues such as learning styles, 
mindfulness, working with families, handling social drama, and 
yes, you guessed it, work-life balance, amongst dozens of other 
concerns. You’ll want to watch her column. It’s sure to become 
a favorite. 

If you’re looking to share your successes, challenges, ideas, 
and opinions, I welcome and encourage you to submit to AMLE 
Newsletter (500-1000 words) or AMLE Magazine (800-1500 
words, guidelines at www.amle.org/magazine).  Here’s to a 
successful 2018! 

april tibbles, editor 

 atibbles@amle.org

PuBLicAtioN MANAGEr & dESiGNEr
Dawn Williams
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Awards given by the Association for Middle Level 
Education (AMLE) include the John H. Lounsbury 
Distinguished Service Award and the Educator 
of the Year (formerly the Distinguished Educator 
Award). Conversation about the purpose of these 
awards range from personal gratification to career 
advancement. My belief and those of former recipients 
indicate that these awards serve as a means to honor 
a school community for the teamwork exerted to make 
positive changes for young adolescents. 

Receiving the Distinguished Educator Award 
created pride for what my team of teachers, 
administrators, parents, community, family, and 
students had accomplished. We worked together 
to turn a challenging environment into one that 
celebrated our young adolescents! My school 
community celebrated with me because this award 
represented their hard work. I still remember the 
joy the students expressed; they thought the award 
came for the work THEY had done! The all-school 
celebration rocked with excitement for achieving 
something TOGETHER.

Former Lounsbury award winners echoed these 
thoughts. Judy Brough stated: “This award reinforces 
the notion that mentoring yields results. We learn from 
each other. It honors my mentors and my students. 
It recognized dedication to educating ALL young 
adolescents in a way that is consistent with their 
needs and characteristics.”

Micki Caskey shared a deeply personal response: 
“I was so surprised, delighted, and humbled. I felt 
two people’s presence beside me on the stage, though 
neither was in attendance. One was John Lounsbury. 
The other person was my mother who passed away 
four months earlier. As the saying goes, she was my 
hero and ‘the wind beneath my wings.’” 

Michelle Hayward reflected on receiving the 
Distinguished Educator Award. “Receiving this honor 
was one of the great highlights of my career. However, 
the award was not only about me; it was about the 
opportunity to promote middle level education to 
a larger audience and to showcase the incredible 
students, staff, families, and school community. 
It offered a platform for our school to provide 
professional development through teacher leaders. 
Paying it forward and growing our profession was a 
residual that has created more middle level leaders.”

As you can tell from the responses from some of the 
many former recipients, this award goes beyond personal 
gratification. It serves as a validation and vehicle to 
promote the message of the middle level. It creates an 
environment that serves as the foundation for excellent 
strategies to help ALL young adolescents succeed. 

John Lounsbury poignantly offered the following 
comments: “As you can imagine, I had a hard time 
coming to grips with putting into perspective my name 
being used so prominently. However, I do believe that 
putting a face on the middle school movement has real 
merit. This award identifies those strong leaders and 
real people, and places them in the historical record of 
what has to be classified as a successful movement.”

Read the requirements and deadlines to nominate 
someone for the John Lounsbury Award or the 
Educator of the Year award at amle.org. Help promote 
the positive work being done for young adolescents!  

PaMela MIllIkan is an AMLE Distinguished Educator 
Award winner and past president of AMLE. She is a 
retired school administrator from Franklin, Indiana. 

 pammillikan@gmail.com
 @millikan_pam

awards Honor the  
Middle Level Heritage

By PaMela MIllIkan
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cover story

Ten Mindfulness 
Strategies
for Educators

Helping you achieve work-life balance

By reBecca Best & PhyllIs fagell

Last September, Eva waited impatiently at the copier, 
her blood pressure rising as she realized she would 
be late for class yet again. She could barely make eye 
contact with her colleagues, her aggravation impeding 
any casual conversation. 

At a staff meeting that afternoon, Eva overheard 
two teachers talking about their foray into 
mindfulness. She skeptically listened to them describe 
deep breathing and other relaxation techniques. 
Although she couldn’t imagine sitting around 
meditating, she recognized that her stress level 
wasn’t sustainable and she wanted to make a change.

By the time February arrives, many educators feel 
like Eva. We have survived the frenetic start of a new 
school year and juggled the holiday madness with 
work and family demands. But as we settle into a 
more natural rhythm, we start to feel the fatigue that 
comes with the monotony of winter. As we all strive 

to achieve the elusive work-life balance, mindfulness 
strategies can help us stay centered, focused on 
the present, and better equipped to deal with the 
inevitable bumps in the road. 

When we put our own oxygen masks on first, 
everyone benefits. We become less reactive educators, 
better friends, calmer parents, and more giving 
colleagues. Here are ten mindfulness strategies 
educators can use at school and at home.

Put lost time to work for you
Whether we are waiting in a grocery line, for the 
copier, or at a stoplight, we can take advantage of any 
found time to be mindful. This might mean tightening 
and releasing our muscles, taking a trip to an 
imaginary happy place, or simply noticing the details 
of our natural surroundings.

6 ASSOcIATION FOR MIddLE LEVEL EdUcATION    amle.org
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transition intentionally
Educators have very little time to pause between 
classes or before responsibilities such as bus duty. We 
are so busy, we may not even notice when we need 
to use the restroom. Even scattered moments can be 
transformed into structured mindfulness sessions. 
Eva chose to join her colleagues for an after-school 
staff-led mindfulness group. In just 15 minutes, she 
was able to disconnect from the stress of her workday 
and feel emotionally ready to enjoy her family.

Make the most of mealtimes
We can set aside the ungraded papers and the unread 
emails and concentrate on the simple act of chewing. 
Although we may have mere minutes to scarf down 
our lunch during the school day, it doesn’t take 
much time to mindfully focus on our food. Take care 
to notice the smells, the texture, and whether it’s 
crunchy or salty. Often, we multitask as we eat. When 
we dine with family or friends, we can practice the art 
of slowing down and really listening to each other. 

have an attitude of gratitude
Practicing gratitude reduces stress. At the Campbell 
Soup Company, the CEO spent a small portion of 
every day writing notes of gratitude to his thousands 
of employees. Regardless of our role in the building, 
we do more than just please individuals through acts 
like these. We also create a positive work climate in 

which people feel valued. When we feel appreciated, 
we are more likely to treat others kindly. There are 
many ways to incorporate gratitude in schools. We can 
provide opportunities for staff to thank one another, 
whether through bulletin boards, personal notes, or 
newsletter shout-outs. This can be done any time, 
even informally.

stretch beyond yoga
We tend to think of yoga first when we talk about 
mindful exercise, but any sport can be performed in a 
mindful way. We can bring awareness to our bodies 
in space, the rhythm of our footsteps, or the sounds of 
our equipment making contact with a ball. We might 
consider removing our earbuds to focus on the natural 
sounds in the environment.

tweet and text mindfully
Technology is an area ripe for mindful behavior. 
We spend so much time checking emails, tweeting, 
texting, using apps, and surfing the Internet. We can 
follow Twitter feeds devoted to mindfulness. We can 
download breathing and meditation apps, and we can 
use our phones to set reminders to take a pause and 
slow our frenetic pace. It’s equally important that we 
establish technology-free time.

utilize your senses
Whether we are holding an object and describing 
its properties, noticing the sun against our skin, or 

AMLE 2016 conference attendees practice “ballooning,” a mindfulness strategy. 
credit: christopher B. Nardi, Principal,  Thomas W. Pyle Middle School
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savoring the taste of our morning coffee, connecting 
with our senses brings us into the moment. We can 
listen to music mindfully, focusing on either the lyrics 
or the rhythm or even a particular instrument. When 
we enter a room, we can take in subtle details we 
might normally miss.

find your inner child
Drawing isn’t just for kids; nowadays, adults can find 
a variety of mandala coloring books for relaxation. We 
can play Jenga with our students or our own children, 
and toss balls or use yoyos. We can make stress balls 
using balloons and flour, or we can swat the balloons, 
imagining that they represent specific worries. We 
can use visual imagery to go on a magic carpet ride, or 
play with putty or pizza dough, concentrating on how 
they feel in our hands.

every classroom needs a little glitter
We can bring small moments of mindfulness to our 
classrooms. We can shake homemade glitter jars to 
mark transition times. We can use chimes to draw 
kids’ attention or to do sound awareness exercises. 
We can ask them to rate their stress on a 1-10 scale, 
then turn on music for a 90-second dance party. After 
they get a chance to move around, they can reassess 
their stress level.

don’t forget to breathe
We all can do breathing exercises. Kids can focus on 
their breath using bubbles, Hoberman spheres, or apps. 
We can even have them hold real or imaginary hot 
cocoa, alternately inhaling the smell and exhaling to 

cool it off. No one needs any special supplies to breathe, 
but we do need to practice so we can access different 
techniques when faced with stressful situations. 

With practice, these strategies do more than help 
us relax. When we take the time to center ourselves, 
we build our capacity for empathy and feel an 
increased sense of gratitude for the little things. 

On a recent commute home, Eva was stuck in 
bumper-to-bumper traffic. As she felt that first surge 
of stress, she realized she had a choice. She could 
let her exasperation dictate her state of mind, or she 
could use the time to ease the transition between 
work and home. Instead of anxiously checking her 
watch, she turned on calming music and focused on 
the lyrics.

As she peered out her rearview mirror, Eva became 
aware that her active choice to be mindful had 
freed her from both the endless line of cars and the 
emotional remnants of a demanding workday.  

reBecca Best, lcPc is a school counselor at Thomas 
W. Pyle Middle School in Bethesda, MD

 Rebecca_H_Best@mcpsmd.org

PhyllIs l. fagell is the school counselor at Sheridan 
School in Washington, D.C., a therapist at the Chrysalis 
Group in Bethesda, MD, and a regular contributor to 
The Washington Post. She is the author of Middle 
School Matters (Da Capo Press, forthcoming 2019).

 pfagell@sheridanschool.org
 @pfagell
 phyllisfagell.com
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In Pursuit of the 
Balanced life
It’s all about the choices  
you make

By frank Buck, ed.d.

cover story

What do Bigfoot, the Loch Ness monster, and work-
life balance have in common? All three are elusive. All 
three have been the subject of many articles. Finally, 
many authors don’t believe any of the three exist.

One example is the 2013 bestseller, The One Thing. 
Author Gary Keller states, “A ‘balanced life’ is a 
myth—a misleading concept most accept as a worthy 
and attainable goal without ever stopping to truly 
consider it.”  Yet, ask teachers the reason behind their 
New Year’s resolution to “get organized,” they often 
respond, “I want more balance in my life.”

Why the Interest now?
According to Keller, the term “work-life balance” 
wasn’t even coined until the mid-1980s. He points to 
a LexisNexis survey of the top 100 newspapers and 
magazines around the world showing only 32 articles 
on the subject during the entire decade from 1986-
1996. There were 1,674 articles in 2007 alone. Today, 
we can hardly pick up a magazine without reading 
about attaining this concept of balance.  

Technology is largely responsible for our constantly 
connected environment. Teachers respond to emails 
and texts from parents throughout the evening and on 
weekends. Google searches take us down rabbit holes 
and absorb as much time as we allow. The boundaries 

the environment imposed on previous generations 
don’t exist anymore.

If lack of boundaries is the problem, then our ability 
to set our own must be the answer. The haunting 
words of Viktor Frankl whisper across time and space:

Between stimulus and response there is a space. In 
that space is our power to choose our response. In 
our response lies our growth and our freedom.

I believe we can achieve the balance between the 
various roles in our lives. Use the following practices to 
improve the choices you make and the balance you seek. 

Would you know “Balance” If you saw It?
We are quick to realize when competing forces in our 
life are out of kilter. We are not as good at defining 
how success would appear. Take a blank page and 
create a one-month calendar reflecting what your 
balanced life would look like. Here is a starter list of 
what you might include:

1. At what time are you arriving at and leaving work?

2. What work activities are you doing at home and at 
what time?

3. What activities do you engage in with your 
children and when?
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4. Is your marriage receiving the time it needs?

5. Are you maintaining relationships with extended 
family and friends?

6. What hobbies would you see in that one-month 
calendar?

7. How and when are you attending to your health 
through exercise?

8. How is your spiritual life?

9. What are you doing to get better at the craft of 
teaching?

You have time for anything, but you don’t have time for 
everything. Until you get all the parts of the puzzle in 
front of you, organizing the life you want is impossible.

seeing all of your choices
The one-month calendar exercise opens our eyes to 
how many pieces this puzzle really has. Much of what 
you put on it doesn’t have to happen on a particular 
day or time. For that reason, I rely on my digital task 
list instead.

Look at what you placed on that one-month 
calendar. Those items are candidates for your task list. 
Is maintaining contact with your relatives one of those 
things that is out of balance? Put “Call Mom” on the 
list and make it a weekly repeating task. 

Do you have several out-of-town friends with 
whom you want to stay in touch? Despite the best of 
intentions, you get busy, and soon it’s been two years 
since your last contact. Create a task that repeats 
every week. List these friends in the note section of 
that task. Each week, pick a couple to call. You might 
add the date afterward so you can keep track of who 
you talked to and when. If you want to include a few 
words about topics for conversation, put it in the note 
section as well. 

Is maintaining your skill on the piano important 
to you? Put “Practice piano” on the list and set it to 
repeat every few days.

So often, I hear people say, “I do it when I think 
about it.” When it’s on the list, and you look at the list, 
you force yourself to think about it.

delegation
Seeing all of your choices also forces you to examine 
the finiteness of your time versus the unlimited ways 
to spend it. You start to delegate. 

Good first grade teachers understand delegation. 
Five minutes before dismissal, one six-year-old is 
watering the plants. Another is straightening the 
bookcase. A third is changing the calendar date. 
Someone else is feeding the classroom gerbil. Twenty 
children are performing 20 different jobs, 20 jobs the 
teacher doesn’t have to do.

How can you bring the concept into the middle 
school classroom? What tasks are you performing that 
students could do and derive benefit? Ditto for your 
own children at home.

Just say “no”
What procedures in your classroom have outlived their 
usefulness? Get rid of them. What time-wasters are 
being imposed on you from above? Question them. 

Learn to be selective. You don’t have to grade 
every activity. You don’t have to grade every aspect 
of any activity. Look for what’s going to make a 
difference and focus your efforts there.

Are you tired of answering school-related email at 
9:00 p.m.? Stop. If you think about it, nobody ever told 
you being “always on” was an obligation. This one, 
like so many, is self-imposed.  

When you say “yes” to tasks that are inconsistent 
with the life you want, you are automatically saying 
“no” to more rewarding uses of your time. 

10 ASSOcIATION FOR MIddLE LEVEL EdUcATION    amle.org
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there is a season
For top performers in any field, being temporarily 
out of balance is a necessity. Just ask the merchant 
approaching Black Friday, the law student 
approaching the bar exam, or the middle school 
teacher who has accepted a new position a week 
before the start of school. Understanding there are 
rhythms and cycles in life helps us shift our focus to 
the demands at hand. The only way to be successful 
with the looming project is to put everything else on 
“hold” for the moment.

But knowing what “everything else" is becomes 
the challenge. Stress comes from the fear that other 
things are being left unattended without fully 
knowing what those things might be. When you 
work from a very complete task list, you know what’s 
waiting for your attention. When the “big project” has 
been completed, the next subject for your time and 
attention is clear.

In the truest sense of the word, balance is not about 
compartmentalizing your life. It’s not about isolating 
work time and home time. It’s about engagement with 
what needs your focus now, and being able to shift 
that focus later. It’s about avoiding multi-tasking, that 
popular myth that only results in lost motion, lost 
speed, and increased number of mistakes.

total control and Peace of Mind
If you don’t look out for your time, nobody else is going 
to do it for you. Organizing your time is easier than 
you think:

1. Start by making a commitment to write down 
everything you have to do. I prefer a digital task 
manager. Many people prefer a paper planner.

2. Devote a few minutes in the evening to organize 
your plan for the next day. Every task on my list 
gets a due date, which answers the question, 
“When do I want to see this item again?” 

3. Put the “Fab 5” for the next day at the top of the 
list. These tasks are the five that will pay the 
biggest dividends. Every time you look at the list, 
the Fab 5 are front and center.

4. Batch related items. You can get a ton of stuff done 
during your planning period if you have organized 
a list of what you want to do. When the bell rings, 
attack the list with a vengeance.

5. Purge the list. Look for tasks you can delegate and 
tasks that are not worth your time. Get rid of the 
tinsel so you can work on the gold.

When you can see all your choices, you make better 
choices. Balance is in the eye of the beholder, and it’s 
achieved through those little choices you and I make 
throughout each day. In the end, those little choices 
shape the life you want to make.  

frank Buck, ed.d. served as a middle level teacher, 
principal, and central office administrator during a 
career of almost 30 years. He now speaks and writes  
on organization and time management. Dr. Buck is  
the author of get Organized!: Time Management  
for School Leaders.

 Frank@FrankBuck.org
 @DrFrankBuck
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feature

MythBusters:
Teacher Leader Edition
Advocating for this important role in education

By sandy caMelI, ed.d.

12 ASSOcIATION FOR MIddLE LEVEL EdUcATION    amle.org
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Myths come in all shapes and sizes, from UFOs in 
Roswell and Elvis in Vegas, to whether a tomato 
belongs in the fruit or vegetable section of a 
market. Yet, most unexplained phenomena are 
straightforward; you either agree or you don’t.  Why 
then when educators are asked to explain the role or 
purpose of teacher leaders is there such hesitancy, 
resistance, even confusion? Why does a school 
need teacher leaders? Doesn’t the principal just tell 
everyone what to do?

Teacher leaders are often tasked with school-level 
responsibilities such as mentoring new hires, rolling 
out adopted curriculum, attending meeting after 
meeting after meeting, and stepping in as pseudo-
administrators in a pinch. Additionally, the title may 
be used synonymously with curriculum coach, team 
leader, department head, grade level chair, role model, 
teacher-in-charge, or “Carrie-Catch-All.” However, 
throughout the menagerie of descriptors and job titles 
the underlying assumption is that teacher leaders 
possess a multitude of talents and skills and will rise 
to a calling to best serve the school.  

Whether a teacher has an extensive list of 
accomplishments and is eager to share with the 
next generation of educators, or a new staff member 
readily embraces opportunities to enhance a learning 
environment, teacher leaders provide foundational 
structures and supports at the school, district, and 
state levels. However, blurred lines still exist when 
perceptions of what a teacher leader is or what a 
teacher leader is not comes into play.  Below are 
myths often associated with teacher leadership and 
clarifying points advocating for this pivotal role  
in education.

Myth 1: teachers need permission to  
be leaders.
Educators are inquisitive and perpetual learners with 
a curiosity that drives the desire to seek out resources, 
best practices, and growth opportunities to share with 
others. It’s second nature to learn together, which is 
why effective teachers will often transition seamlessly 
to effective leaders, modeling lifelong learning when 
given the chance. So how does it begin? Where does a 
teacher interested in pursuing leadership opportunities 
go for support and experience if not readily identified 
or aligned with traditional leadership routes? It’s as 
simple as finding one’s own homegrown interest.  

Kellee Kelly (@khapa79) of Kea’au, Hawaii found 
her spark when she realized she could be a catalyst for 
change without a traditional title. Through the local 

teacher’s union, she applied for a newly developed 
Teacher Leader Initiative program, which enables 
educators to spread their wings and take risks 
through a variety of avenues. According to Kelly, “You 
don’t need permission. Apply for a grant, join one of 
the teacher leader groups represented, give testimony. 
Do what you feel is right for students!”  Kelly took 
initiative without bucking a system or disrupting any 
line of authority. She simply stepped into roles that 
allowed her to grow as a professional and model for 
others what teacher leadership can look like.

Myth 2: young, new teachers are not 
capable of leading.
Hierarchal structures often require a specified number 
of years served or dues paid before one is elevated to 
leadership status. Why is that? Does quantity really 
trump quality when it comes to effective practices? 
How can innovative and enthusiastic novices break 
down barriers or stigmas associated with being new? 
And, can young leaders be valued and respected in 
the same way as their veteran counterparts? Abrams 
and von Frank (2014) posed the question, “What 
do we do for [Millennials] since they are so much 
younger than those they will be leading?” to bridge 
the conversation gap between generations. And, how 
do we break down barriers or update beliefs hinged on 
outdated practices?

The mindset associated with experiential levels 
needs to change in order to reap the benefits from 
teacher leaders willing to step forward. Anya 
Nazaryan (@anya_nazaryan), a Teach for America 
(TFA) graduate and middle level teacher at Kealakehe 
Intermediate, found her voice and purpose while 
serving in a school on the Big Island of Hawaii. 
Encouraged by a supportive administrator, Nazaryan 
began dipping her toe into leadership waters by 
sharing success stories with peers and inviting 
others to join projects and events focused on student 
success. Additionally, by taking the initiative to 
revive AVID programming at her current school, 
she demonstrated commitment, determination, and 
investment for stakeholders involved. This bold step 
helped Nazaryan build credibility with her often older 
and more seasoned colleagues. 

Myth 3:  teachers have to be ready to 
jump into a leadership position.
How are readiness levels for leaders determined? Does 
one need to include a laundry list of exemplars on a 
resume to be ready? Do higher-ups preview aptitude 
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of leader wannabes through a crystal ball? Can an 
individual be ready to learn but not ready to lead, and 
how would we know? And, when do teachers determine 
if they are ready to take the leap into leadership?

Tracey Idica (@TraceyIdica) secondary teacher 
in Aiea, Hawaii, had never perceived the notion 
of teacher leadership when she looked into the 
National Board Certified Teachers (NBCT) program. 
However, interested in expanding her craft while 
following the journey of colleagues pursuing the 
endorsement, Idica set her sights on growing as a 
learner, without realizing she was also flourishing 
as a peer leader. Once she obtained her own NBCT 
status, she was motivated to help others pursue the 
same opportunity within her school, district, and 
state. Idica’s philosophy stems from key National 
Board Professional Teaching Standards (NBPTS, 
n.d.) propositions to guide her work: “Teachers think 
systematically about their practice and learn from 
experience” and “Teachers are members of learning 
communities.” Educators participating in the NBCT 
program fine-tune and hone their expertise while 
building capacity as teacher leaders in order to pay it 
forward to their ready-or-not colleagues.

Myth 4:  teachers need positional 
authority to impact change.
Position or status does not necessarily determine 
one’s ability to impact change. Inspired by the work 
of Frederick Hess who encourages “cage-busting” 
teacher leaders to rethink the “there’s-nothing-we-
can-do” mindset, Hope Street Fellows begin with 
“‘What do we want to do?’ and then make it happen” 
(Hess, 2015). Kelly Miyamura (@HSG808), Honolulu, 
Hawaii and Michael Kline (@mkline999), Kilauea, 
Hawaii work within a community of teacher leaders 
who share effective actions employed by Hope Street 
Fellows in Hawaii. Initiatives include facilitating 
focus groups to collect data that inform decision 
making about Next Generation Science Standards 
(NGSS); administering a statewide survey to promote 
career readiness programming for K-12 classrooms; 
developing shared partnerships between teachers, 
administrators, and school-level stakeholders on all 
the islands; and leading opportunities to amplify 
teacher voice to inform education policy.

Teacher leadership is an exciting and expanding 
asset to the field of education. Opportunities for 
personal and professional growth have evolved 
from individual professional development courses 
to action research projects and community-based 

learning experiences. The question is no longer if 
teacher leadership should be an option for schools and 
districts, but how stakeholders will capitalize on the 
evolving roles of teacher leaders to promote student 
success. According to Jack Welch, “Before you are a 
leader, success is about growing yourself; When you 
become a leader, success is about growing others.” 
The mindset of teacher leaders models the same 
philosophy as lifelong learners invite peers to join 
in the process of growing, while impacting change 
within the profession.

Myths about any profession can hinder the growth 
and advancement of its members when perceptions 
are deeply ingrained. However, the landscape of 
education continues to evolve, and educators are 
recognized more for their innovation and contributions 
to the field today than for the apples on their desks 
of yesteryear. The Loch Ness monster may continue 
to elude onlookers, but one does not have to look far 
to see the impact teacher leaders are making in our 
schools now!  

sandy caMelI, ed.d., an educational specialist 
for the Hawaii Department of Education, currently 
facilitates Na Kumu Alaka’i - Teacher Leader Academy 
(TLA) and publishes its blog: http://tlahawaii.blogspot.
com/. The TLA program is a member of the Hawaii 
Teacher Leader Network (HTLN): http://teacherleaders.
wixsite.com/hawaii, which works to provide a variety of 
opportunities and supports for teacher leaders  
in Hawaii.

 @DrCameli
 @TLA808
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“I’m nervous about forgetting my locker combination.” 
“I’m worried about getting lost.” “I’m nervous about 
keeping track of my schedule and having more 
homework.” “What if my child no longer hugs me as 
she steps off the bus?”

Middle School. These two words instill fear in 
parents and pre-teens alike. From the fears I have 
heard over the years, one would think parents are 
sending their children off to college, or worse yet, off 
to the lion’s den! Parents have cried in my classroom 
and written me anxiety-laden emails, and students 
have arrived on the first day with a look of terror. 
Many anxieties about middle school stem from 
parents’ own experiences. Honestly, I have some 
mortifying middle school memories, don’t you? Or, 
rumors and misinformation are generated through 
hearsay. So how do we, as educators, help parents and 
students embrace the new territory of middle school 
and change their anxiety into excitement?

At McDonogh School, a private K-12 preparatory 
school, middle school begins in fifth grade. Especially 

because students are so young, our philosophy 
establishes fifth grade as a transition year, meant 
for learning and failures alike. Over the years, our 
team has developed a multifaceted plan to address 
anxieties that arise in preparation for middle school.  
Communication and relationship-building have 
proven to be the key components of our transition 
plan’s success. We have learned that a proactive 
and communicative approach eliminates potential 
challenges throughout the year, and we developed 
many time-tested strategies that work wonders in 
transitioning families to our program.

student visits
At the helm of our transition plan is a laser focus on 
incoming students. We want to ensure students are 
comfortable and confident in the new environment. 
If students are excited about the new challenges of 
middle school, parents will follow suit. To that end, 
we schedule several spring experiences to initiate 
fourth grade students to our middle school. Our head 

feature

No More Fears and Tears:
Transitioning to Middle School

Building a multifaceted plan  
makes the difference

By JennIfer sMIth
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Allowing time for questions eases anxiety over specific 
concerns and creates a personal connection. Having 
parents move from classroom to classroom offers an 
informal tour of our building. Afterwards, I have had 
many parents express, “I wish I was in middle school 
again! This sounds exciting!” This is a testimony to the 
mood created during our presentations.

transition handbook
We also developed written information for parents 
addressing concerns not only about the middle 
school program but the changing nature of their 
child. A colleague and I crafted a handbook to guide 
parents through the summer-of-waiting, as well as 
the transition year itself. We took a light-hearted 
approach, rather than the typical formal handbook, 
in an attempt to tone down the conversation and 
decrease anxiety. And we designed the handbook 
around parenting rather than around our policies and 
procedures. A significant part of the booklet addresses 
the ever-changing middle school child. Other topics 
include school communication, homework and grading 
philosophies, as well as a list of helpful written 
resources specifically for middle school parents. We 
set ourselves up as “the experts” on the middle school 
child in this booklet to encourage parents to seek our 
advice throughout the year. Typically, we distribute 
this handbook during the information night for an 
easy summer reference.

first day of school
We approach the first day of school with a relaxed 
attitude. What’s the rush? We have all year! So due 
to the stress of the transition, our team holds the first 
day of school strictly in advisors’ classrooms rather 
than frantically running through a normal schedule. 
During our day we concentrate on answering any and 
all “burning” questions about middle school, touring 
the school pointing out bathroom and water fountain 
locations, explaining how our daily schedule works 
and introducing students to their personal schedule of 
classes, explaining dining hall procedures, and teaching 
how to open a combination lock. Honestly, teaching 
the combination lock generates more stress and tears 
than anything I do all year! We also ask students 
to write their fears, expectations, and excitements 
over the transition in an advisory journal, which we 
revisit later in the year for a good laugh. Our all-school 
assemblies, lunch, and plenty of recess time break up 
our introductory activities. Students leave school with a 
healthy dose of excitement and self-confidence.

of middle school and the associate head visit fourth 
grade homerooms to introduce themselves and answer 
student questions about the transition. 

Our team also devotes a half day for fourth 
graders to visit the middle school, meeting teachers 
while exploring our building. Teachers provide 
small groups with a brief tour and question-answer 
sessions. Afterwards, we hold a picnic lunch and 
recess designed to connect current fifth graders 
with incoming fourth graders. Students offer advice, 
suggestions, and answer questions from a student 
perspective. More than informative, these experiences 
generate excitement about the upcoming school year. 

Middle school Information night
To connect and establish rapport with parents, we 
designed an April middle school information night 
for rising fifth grade parents. The evening program 
is meant to help parents feel more comfortable with 
the transition by meeting teachers and touring 
classrooms. Our hope was to establish a fairly 
intimate setting with opportunities for connection and 
discussion about the transition. Core team members, 
learning specialists, and arts and foreign language 
teachers attend. We believe in including as many 
teachers as possible without being overwhelming or 
making the program unwieldy. 

After an introduction from our head of middle 
school in the auditorium, parents travel in small groups 
through an hour rotation of “classes” for more intimate 

conversations. Our purpose is to 
address transition 

topics such as 
technology 
use, parent 
communication 
methods, and 
our advisor 

program. In this 
setting, parents 

hear our individual 
philosophies, 

experience our 
classrooms, and get a sense of 
teacher personalities. Teachers 

share personal histories, parenting 
experiences, and humorous middle 

school anecdotes to put parents at 
ease. I can always tell which parents 
have the most anxiety as they never 

laugh at my middle school student jokes! 
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slow transitioning
As we begin the school year, our team believes 
consistency across disciplines is crucial. To that end, 
we developed simple yet effective policies for easing 
the transition and establishing routine for the first 
month of school. First, teachers agree not to send 
reports regarding incomplete homework. Students 
are under a tremendous amount of stress attempting 
to remember their way around, locker combinations, 
and schedules. What is the harm in allowing a few 
freebies in the beginning? Secondly, dress code and 
minor behavior violations are addressed with simple 
reminders as students adjust to the new expectations. 
We do emphasize the importance of adherence in 
the coming months when consequences will apply. 
As well, our team does not test students during the 
first three weeks of school. Students need time to 
adjust to new expectations without the pressure of 
performance. When we do begin to test, our team 
has a consistent classroom management philosophy 
to initiate students into our program.  Students have 
less anxiety (and fewer questions!) when routine and 
expectations are clear. We review and revise these 
policies each year based on their success and the 
needs of the students. 

Monthly letters
Another helpful tool has been monthly letters crafted 
around our transition. Once students arrive in middle 
school, many stop sharing information of their daily 
life with parents. A letter highlighting grade-level 
experiences can provide parents not only with 
information but possible conversation topics at home. 
Instead of a generic newsletter, we write a personal-
type letter and send only to parents of the transition 
grade. Our first letter, sent at the end of September, 
includes information on organization, technology 
use, and highlights upcoming field trips. Additional 
letters can include study methods, curriculum topics, 
or grading policies. After the first semester, we send 
fewer communications as students have adjusted to 
our expectations and routines.

teacher network
Over the years, communicating with our elementary 
teachers has been crucial to crafting an effective 
transition. Part of our plan includes an annual half-
day collaboration meeting for fifth and fourth grade 
teachers. Fourth grade teachers share student learning 
plans, academic challenges, and social issues. We also 
discuss current curriculum, skills, and technology 
use. Sharing impressions or academic needs is helpful 
for the transition team and builds camaraderie. Due 
to these meetings, advisors often reconnect with the 
fourth homeroom teachers seeking advice as the year 
progresses. Through such conversations, we have 
developed a network of professionals who work with 
a consistent philosophy to support one another and 
students through the transition.

In my experience, when a parent holds anxiety or 
concerns about middle school, the child is fearful and 
harbors self-doubt over the abilities to handle new 
expectations. Reciprocally, when the children are 
excited about new challenges, parents’ fears disperse. 
By demonstrating a commitment to communication 
and personal connection, we generate excitement and 
encourage families to embrace the challenges ahead. 
With our guidance, families can hopefully alter their 
fearful image of middle school from the lion’s den to 
a breeding ground ripe for their child’s growth and 
independence.  

JennIfer sMIth leads the fifth grade team and 
teaches social studies at McDonogh School, Owings 
Mills, Maryland.

 jsmith@mcdonogh.org
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Four hundred years ago Galileo Galilei observed 
that “Mathematics is the language with which 
God has written the Universe.” The “unreasonable 
effectiveness of mathematics,” in the words of famous 
physicist Eugene Wigner, has been and continues 
to be incredibly successful in describing the world 
around us, from the movement of atoms to the Big 
Bang, from the spread of diseases to political election 
predictions. Mathematics is a universal language 
because it has no border: a formula or a proof is the 
same in any corner of the Earth and for anybody in the 
world whatever verbal tongue they use in their daily 
life. And because mathematics as we know it now has 
been created across centuries—and in fact millennia—
of hard work and inspiration by cultures and scholars 
across the globe, it is truly a shared, common tool that 
is not owned by a single civilization. It belongs to all.  

Adding a little history of the various mathematical 
ideas to classroom discussions whenever time permits 
is a way to cherish and celebrate mathematics’ 
universal foundations. What child doesn’t enjoy the 
story of the number zero, a most unusual number 
conceived in the Indian subcontinent and spread 
around the world by the Arab traders or the Al-

Khwarizmi geometric proof of the “completing the 
square” method for solving quadratic equations, a 
method otherwise so dry and abstract? In addition, 
the history of mathematics, with its wealth of 
elegant concepts and proofs, colorful characters, and 
interesting stories, can inspire students’ interest and 
enhance positive attitude towards learning math. 

At the same time, we can leverage mathematics’ 
global reach with relevant, authentic, real life 
examples from other parts of the world or cultural 
contexts. As we strive to graduate globally minded, 
competent problem solvers and citizens of the world, 
mathematics can provide plenty of opportunities 
to foster and reinforce the 21st century skills of 
creativity, critical and higher-order thinking, breadth 
of knowledge, interpersonal skills, and dependability 
(https://www.brookings.edu/research/skills-for-a-
changing-world/, May 19, 2016). Today I would like 
to share some of the projects and resources I have 
used and look forward to hearing readers’ ideas, 
suggestions, advice, and recommendations.

Many curricular and extra-curricular occasions at 
our school, such as Mini-mester and Out of the Box 
(OTB) Days, promote interdisciplinary and experiential 
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learning opportunities that are enriched by, and 
encourage the development of, global competencies 
in math. During Latin America Day we concentrate on 
the Mayan numerical system to learn about different 
base numerical systems (including decimal and binary) 
and introduce the way computers communicate with 
each other. During the Golden Age of Islam OTB Day 
we explore the contributions of Arab mathematicians 
or we look at geometric patterns, tessellations, and 
transformations. For Africa Day we are planning a 
Market Day funded with microcredits and possibly 
connected with the online lending platform Kiva. We 
have been studying freshwater scarcity and walking 
for water in the Water Mini-mester and explored 
sustainability and cryptography in other Mini-mester 
courses, to name a few opportunities. All these topics 
and projects can be integrated in the regular math 
classroom any time the appropriate skills and concepts 
need to be studied or reinforced.  

Technology can be useful for cultivating global 
mindedness. Tools like Google Earth and Google Maps 
can foster and exercise spatial thinking. “Students’ 
skills in visualizing and reasoning about spatial 
relationships are fundamental in geometry” (NCTM 

Principles and Standards for School Mathematics, 
2000, pg. 237); they are essential in many fields, and 
crucial in any STEM (science, technology, engineering 
and mathematics) discipline. And while there is 
evidence of a gender gap in this area (I teach in an all-
girls school), there is also evidence that they can be 
improved with practice. 

Incidentally, there are plenty of lesson plans 
available online, and Google provides a website for 
using its mapping tools in education that includes 
tutorials and lesson plans. The following are a few 
examples of how I have used Google Earth:

• Coordinates – Cartesian coordinates are just 
the beginning! It is fun for the students to find 
interesting places on Earth and record the 
coordinates and vice versa starting with coordinates 
and seeing where they land. (Scavenger hunts are a 
big hit and there are plenty of ready-made examples 
in the resources listed above.) Mathematically, a 
lesson like this opens the opportunity to talk about 
different types of coordinates, different ways to map 
a surface, and even different types of surfaces that 
need to be mapped.

Inspire student interest and  
positive attitudes toward math

By alessandra kIng
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• Measuring distances, calculating ratios, and making 
maps – The (Google) map of Chicago is extremely 
useful when drawing a map on scale for the book 
Divergent and the areas where the different  
factions live.

• Geometry of solids and polyhedra – Create a 
building tour of famous, interesting, original 
buildings around the world on Google Earth and 
deconstruct each complex shape as the composition 
of various simple solids. 
Another tech tool that fosters a global outlook in 

the math class is Gapminder, a website provided by a 
non-profit foundation that promotes the achievement 
of the UN Millennium Development Goals through 
understanding of statistics about social, economic, 
and environmental development at local, national, and 
global levels. At the beginning of our small statistics 
unit, a look at what Hans Rosling does with statistics 
and how many layers of information his graphs display 
is a great reminder of the power of visualization and of 
current world knowledge.

Statistical literacy can be encouraged by 
reading articles in high quality magazines (like The 
Economist, NewScientist and Scientific American) and 
newspapers (The New York Times (its Upshot section, 
in particular), The Washington Post, etc.). Online print 
and digital publishing software tools allowed my 
students to create a couple of STEM magazines out 
of their summaries. The students really enjoyed this 
project because the articles were appealing to them, 
they had the freedom to choose what they were most 
interested in, and they could be as creative as they 
wanted to be in formatting their article page.

For another project, each student in my classes 
interviewed a woman in mathematics/STEM and 
wrote an essay about her, which was later entered 
in a contest organized by the Association of Women 
in Mathematics. The women they talked about (and 
their stories) were inspirational for me as well as for 
the girls, and because of the diversity of our schools, 
they came from around the world: South Africa, China, 
Russia, Argentina, Thailand, Italy, USA, Bangladesh, 
India, etc. For easy sharing, I compiled their essays 
in two websites to give the students an idea of their 
collective achievement and allow them to enjoy each 
other’s work and share it with their families.

Finally there is the entire field of social justice and 
equity, about which there are many great resources 
online including on the National Council of Teachers 
of Mathematics website. One of the most important 

ways to generate empathy is simply sharing correct 
information and letting it sink in, as ignorance and 
distorted information can be powerful bases of 
prejudice and bigotry. In particular, democracy is an 
important global issue and math is well-suited as a 
discussion item in this area. For example, students 
discover there are several ways of counting votes and 
that depending on the counting method the winner 
can be different. 

The students are flabbergasted by this result, and 
realize the necessity to understand the set of counting 
rules in depth, to monitor them carefully, and to keep 
them stable for the duration of the election once the 
election has started. The students are even more 
surprised (and also have a great time) when they play 
the re-districting game and realize that a mapmaker 
can have an outsized effect on an election through 
redistricting. The game allows them to actually 
redraw the map of a voting district to accommodate 
the wishes of the chairman of a party if they are 
careful enough and follow some basic rules. There is 
a lot to learn to protect our democracy and democracy 
around the world. Or, as Sam Wang (professor of 
neuroscience at Princeton) puts it in his New York 
Times article, let math save our democracy! 

I would like to end with a quick mention of Games 
for Change, a collection “of social impact games that 
serve as critical tools in humanitarian and educational 
efforts.” The website, useful for interdisciplinary and 
STEM exploration, carries a great variety of games, 
all with a socially conscious, “gaming-for-good” 
bend—from trying to understand the global refugee 
experience to realizing how individual “harmless” 
preferences can create a harmful world or institution. 
Most of these games are free, and there is some 
research that shows that practicing positive behavior 
in a game setting pays real-life dividends. 

As the Asia Society so cogently puts it, “math 
helps students make sense of the world;” it “enables 
them to make contributions to the global community…
and to solve complex problems in a complex world…. 
The global era will demand these skills of its 
citizens—the education system should provide its 
students the wherewithal to be proficient in them.”  

alessandra kIng is a mathematics teacher and middle 
school mathematics coordinator for Holton-Arms 
School, an independent school for girls in grades 3-12 in 
Bethesda, Maryland. 

 Alessandra.King@holton-arms.edu
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Every day 200 students file into my language arts 
classroom. When I give a writing assignment, 
spending just five minutes commenting on each paper 
is a 1000 minute –or 16 hour—investment. That is for 
just one assignment. I feel like I am constantly behind 
in my work (because I am!), but here is the really crazy 
part: I take late work. I even give full credit for those 
assignments not turned in on time. 

the Big Picture
Some students have really good reasons why they 
did not submit an assignment on time. The team on 
which I teach is assigned all of the English language 
learners in the building. Many of these students have 
responsibilities after school that afford them no extra 
time in which to do school work: they care for younger 
siblings; work in order to contribute to the household 
income; cook for their working parent(s), etc. Quite 
often these students do not have the resources 
necessary to complete their assignments on time. 
Many of these students come to school worried about 
their immigration status, subtly asking questions 
about college opportunities for their cousin who came 
to the United States from another country. Add all of 
that adult stress to a language barrier, and it simply 
amazes me that these students do as well as they do 
in school.

There are other students who do not have any 
reason at all for their late work other than they 
forgot, or the dog ate it, or I left it in my locker. But 
truthfully, whatever the excuse, it does not really 
matter to me. All students are allowed to turn in 
late work—no matter how valid or invalid, good or 
bad, truthful or deceptive the reasons. Late work is 
accepted from all of my students. With that said, this 
does not mean that students are not held accountable 
for their responsibility in turning an assignment in 
on time—they absolutely are. I just care more about 
my students learning the material that I was hired 
to teach them than I do about these same students 
turning in their assignments on time.

Recently I discussed these ideas with a new friend, 
and she mentioned that it reminded her of a little 
book that she often shares with pre-service teachers 
called Mr. Devore’s Do-Over by David Puckett. The 
book is an effective reminder that sometimes students 
(especially middle level students) learn on a different 
continuum than the one the teacher originally 
planned. Mr. Devore is intuitive enough to recognize 
that his students are individuals who are motivated 
differently. After all, middle level students are full 
of gifts and talents that they are only beginning to 
discover, and it is up to the teacher to provide the 
learning environment that is structured enough to 

Due Dates:  
Worth the Convenience?
Why we should give full credit for  
assignments not turned in on time

By reBecca Brock
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nurture these gifts and talents, rigorous enough for 
depth of knowledge, yet flexible enough to provide 
every opportunity for every student to succeed. 

setting expectations
Before I lose you as a reader, I absolutely do not 
advertise to my students that they can choose their 
deadlines. I have due dates, set high standards, and 
then choose to administer grace. Being compassionate 
means choosing the student first. Compassion chooses 
kindness over anger, and it chooses to make a person’s 
life easier, not harder. Truthfully, since I have already 
pre-decided to accept late work—no matter what—I 
do not get frustrated with excuses given by students 
because I have already decided how I will respond.

accountability
With this policy, you may wonder just how I hold 
students accountable. When entering grades into 
our grading program, if a student is missing an 
assignment, I enter a 0 with an m code for missing. It 
is up to the student to request the missing assignment 
in writing through our online learning management 
system, giving the reason that the work is missing. 
Parents automatically receive all messages from the 
student to the teacher and from the teacher to the 
student. In other words, parents are aware of their 
children’s missing work because their children have 
told them through a message to me. My philosophy 
is that it is my job to teach the students language 
arts, and it is the parent’s job to teach their children 
responsibility. And yet, isn’t asking for missing work 
in itself a type of responsibility?

I did not always have this philosophy. There 
were many, many years that I would not bend on the 
due date. I was determined to teach these students 
responsibility, which would be demonstrated by their 

prompt attention to their assignment due dates. It did 
not matter what these students were going through, 
what was happening at home, or if they had even 
eaten that day. I was more concerned with being 
personally inconvenienced by having to grade an 
assignment late. I chose myself over my students, and 
in doing so sent them a message that if they did not 
learn the material on my timeline, then they would not 
learn it at all. 

differentiating and enabling
Every year teachers expect to receive a batch of 
students who learn differently. This is why we take 
classes in college that train us how to accommodate 
students who learn with auditory strengths, 
kinesthetic strengths, and visual strengths. Students 
also come with different types of motivation. Some 
are intrinsically motivated—those are the students 
who learn for the joy of learning. Others are 
extrinsically motivated—these students can be a bit 
tougher to reach. But the bottom line is that teachers 
differentiate instruction to best meet the individual 
student’s needs. By doing so, teachers enable their 
students to learn.

Additionally, teachers expect there will be 
students who need extra attention (I bet you are 
thinking of someone right now!). This year that 
student for me is James. James is chronically absent, 
has never met his father, lives with a mother who 
cannot hold down a job, and comes to school smelling 
dirty. To make matters worse, James got a concussion 
at the beginning of the year: the perfect excuse—with 
a doctor’s signature—to not do any school work. If I 
chose to enforce our school district’s absence policy 
regarding homework, James would have a 0 in my 
class right now. Instead, I choose to accept late work. 
I faithfully gather up assignments that he has missed 
and make sure he understands what to do. Sometimes 
it is weeks past a due date that I finally receive an 
assignment from James. But, James has a C in my 
class. It is a grade that James has earned by learning, 
and he is proud of it. It is the best grade that he has 
right now, and he is determined not to lose it. By doing 
something as simple as accepting late work, I am able 
to breathe life and hope into a student like James 
who will simply be lost if not given second, third, and 
fourth chances. Some may criticize this philosophy 
by saying that I am enabling poor habits. I disagree. 
. . I believe I am enabling my students to learn by 
differentiating the timeline on the learning continuum. 

My philosophy is that it is my  

job to teach the students language 

arts, and it is the parent’s job to 

teach their children responsibility.
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the Bigger Picture
I decided to become a teacher 25 years ago because 
I wanted to help make people’s lives better. I get to 
teach reading and writing, and when students learn 
to do these things, it gives them the tools they need 
for an incredible life. I want to be an inspiring person 
who leads my students to reach higher than they ever 
thought they could reach. Sometimes it takes students 

a little longer to achieve those skills than I would 
like, but at the end of the day, how I am measured 
as a teacher is not whether my students turned in 
every assignment on time. Some would measure my 
teaching by how well my students can read and write 
as determined by state tests, but I think there is more. 
State tests cannot measure the brightness of the 
lightbulb that finally burns in the eyes of a student 
who submits their work consistently late, but it is 
submitted none-the-less. I believe the greater measure 
of my success is when my students trust that I will 
meet them where they are, and no matter what the 
timeline, I will be their teacher.  

reBecca Brock teaches eighth grade language arts at 
Westfield Middle School in Westfield, Indiana. She has 
taught for 25 years. 

 brockr@wws.k12.in.us

I want to be an inspiring person 

who leads my students to reach 

higher than they ever thought 

they could reach.

PLAN YOUR VISIT WITH US: SALESINFO@4HCENTER.ORG | 800.368.7432 | 4HCENTER.ORG

Turn educational tours into learning adventures! As 
an extension of 4-H, a non-profit focused on youth 
development, National 4-H Conference Center is a 
hotel designed for young people and their leaders. 

Features of National 4-H Conference Center:
• Lively and fun hotel near DC’s monuments and museums
• Hotel rooms for 800+ with two or four beds per room
• Dining buffet and boxed meals to-go
• Educational guided tours of Washington, DC
• Complimentary parking and WiFi
• Outdoor basketball and volleyball court
• Indoor recreation with arcade games
• Evening activities like movie nights and pizza parties
• Professional 24-hour security and parental controls on TVs
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The Boy in the Middle
The social, intellectual, emotional, and physical  
needs of middle schoolers

By danIel M. levIn & Molly Mee
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The Association for Middle Level Education (AMLE) 
emphasizes that attending to the social, intellectual, 
emotional, and physical needs and assets of middle 
school children is central to their intellectual 
development. As middle level teacher educators,  
it has become apparent to us that there is great 
diversity in how teachers attend to these, if at all. 
Further, as parents of middle school children, we have 
insight into how middle school student needs and 
assets are addressed. 

In this article, we view the middle school 
experience through the eyes of one boy. This is not 
meant to neglect girls. We have chosen to focus on a 
boy’s experience because as parents of middle school 
boys, we feel most qualified.

We constructed this diary of a typical seventh 
grade school day from a fictitious boy’s experience 
based on what we have observed and heard from 
our own children. In closing, we discuss the major 
features of the middle school child’s experience that 
deserve further attention from practitioners.

thursday, september 17
Well, the first few weeks of seventh grade aren’t so 
bad. Last year, I was pretty nervous about starting 
middle school. The first day was kind of confusing. In 
middle school we have to switch classes, and we have 
lockers. Some of the eighth graders seemed big and 
scary. I feel more used to it now. I’m in seventh grade 
and I’m not as low as a sixth grader, but the eighth 
graders still pick on us. Jameel was book-checked 
yesterday by an eighth grader. That is when someone 
smacks down really hard on your books when you 
are carrying them and they all fall to the ground. 
Everyone laughed. 

Mom got me up to catch the bus early today 
because I missed it yesterday. I am hardly ever hungry 
for breakfast so I skip it and am starving by lunch. 
There are some bullies on the bus, so I usually sit 
by myself in the middle so no one will notice me too 
much. Sometimes Jason sits with me and we talk 
quietly. He likes Minecraft too, and he even can record 
his games and put them on YouTube!

1st Block Math 8:20 am
Anyway, we have four periods a day, because we 
have this weird block scheduling where we have 
“odd” and “even” days. First block today was math. I 
can’t really remember what we did. Something about 
fractions and ratios? It seems like it’s always fractions. 
Who cares about fractions? I have a hard time paying 
attention too. Ms. T is nice, and she only yells when 

people start to talk too much, but it’s always the 
same. She tells us we’re going to do something, then 
she shows us how to do it, and then we do it. Alya 
sits next to me, which is totally awkward because this 
summer I had a crush on her and asked her to go to a 
movie with me. She turned me down and Ms. T insists 
on having us sit in the same seats all quarter. So I am 
stuck next to her and it’s so embarrassing.  

2nd Block Pe 10:00 am
Second block today was PE but we only get it every 
third time because we have to rotate with Art and 
Spanish. Ms. P is cool. She pretty much lets us play 
whatever game we are learning about for the unit. 
She just kind of sits in her chair and watches. Jason’s 
in that class and I always try to get on his team. 
Today Ms. P was out and there was no sub, so Mr. G 
had to teach our class. He’s kind of bossy. We were 
doing basketball and he made us write a paragraph 
about how to pass the ball. We didn’t even get to play 
until the end of class! At least it was better than the 
puberty and drug units we did in Health. 

lunch 11:45 pm

I get to sit with my friends at lunch, which is cool 
because in sixth grade we had assigned seats. A 
bunch of the really popular kids sit together. Today 
they sat with the girls and Jason went over to sit with 
them too, but I stayed in our group. Lunch was pretty 
rushed today though, like it usually is. Mom didn’t 
have time to make me lunch, so I had to stand in line 
at the cafeteria, and by the time I got through there 
was only about 10 minutes left. Lunch is like the only 
time we have to talk to our friends so I hardly ever eat 
much. It was worse today. They actually cut our lunch 
by 5 minutes because we have state testing next 
week and they needed to have us do some drills or 
something in our 3rd block classes.

3rd Block english 12:15 pm
Mr. A, my English teacher, is pretty nice and he is 
also my advisory teacher, which is pretty cool because 
he was a baseball player so we talk about that. He 
even came to one of my games when my dad was 
deployed and couldn’t come. He lets us sit wherever 
we want but we have those stupid desks that have 
the attached desk and chair and I’m getting tall and 
hardly fit. Mr. A is always bugging me to sit still but 
I can’t in those weird desks. Anyway, we are reading 
Flowers for Algernon. Spoiler alert, the mouse dies. 
I know this because my grandma gave me the book 
last year and I already read it. Mr. A told me to read it 
again. Ugh. Mr. A gives us time to read in class, so I’ve 
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been daydreaming lots and doodling. Then, I started 
nodding off and my stomach was growling. I was 
worried people would notice. I kinda started paying 
more attention when we were allowed to talk in our 
groups to plan our final project. It is more fun and 
makes the class go by faster when we can work with 
other people. 

4th Block science  1:45 pm
Last block was science. Mr. R…I don’t know what to 
say about him. He’s kinda strict most of the time, and 
we have to do some boring stuff, but then sometimes 
it’s fun. Today is a good example. He showed us a 
bunch of slides about disease and wanted us all to 
be quiet. I don’t really remember what he said. He 
didn’t tell us to write anything down. And then all of 
a sudden, it got fun! We did this activity where we 
got to get up and go around and spurt water in each 
other’s cups with eyedroppers. Then Mr. R put some 
drops in everyone’s cups and they all turned pink! Mr. 
R explained how it had to do with disease, but Jason 
and I were trying to squirt each other without Mr. R 
seeing, so I didn’t really hear it. 

I did all my homework in advisory, which is totally 
cool. That way I can go home and play Minecraft 
before baseball practice. All my friends get on and we 
can talk to each other while we play. It’s cool ‘cause 
you can build stuff together and battle each other. 
Totally psyched for a weekend to chill out and sleep 
and not have to deal with any teachers or annoying 
people from school. 

conclusion
Growing understanding of young adolescents’ social, 
emotional, and physical needs and assets suggests 
that if these are not addressed, children may not reach 
their full capacity to learn in school. Here are some 
examples of this boy’s needs and assets and ways in 
which the school could better serve him. 

social
Like many young adolescents, the boy is social. He 
wants to sit with his friends and he responds well to 
learning activities that are social. He enjoys working 
in groups in English and science while goofing around 
with his friends. At the same time, though, he is 
self-conscious. He is embarrassed about asking out 
Alya, distracted about his hair, and concerned about 
interacting with bullies. His teachers could take 
more advantage of opportunities to have students 
collaborate socially in positive ways. The school 
might think of ways to alter the school day, or create 
cooperative projects that engage students socially and 
benefit the school and community. 

Intellectual
He is also developing intellectually. Most adolescents 
have the intellectual ability to understand even very 
abstract concepts. Merely focusing on social activity 
that is fun is not enough. These social activities must 
have some intellectual purpose that motivates the 
students to think. The science teacher, for example, 
seemed to have a creative activity for demonstrating 
the spread of infectious disease, but he made the 
connection to the disease concepts for the students. 
Instead, during the activity, he could have had the 
students discuss and explain how the disease was 
spreading throughout the population. With their 
attention focused on this task, the boy and his friends 
might have been less likely to be distracted by 
squirting each other.

emotional
Young adolescents are usually in the middle of 
puberty, and can be prone to emotional outbursts 
and mood swings. The middle school child may be 
seen laughing one minute and crying the next. A 
teacher might try to make herself aware of particularly 
difficult situations. For example, the math teacher 
might be more flexible with her seating chart. Even if 
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she doesn’t know about the boy’s history with Alya, 
she might create a structure where students can 
change their seats throughout the semester. Maybe 
they can even “earn” the opportunity to choose 
their own seats. Mr. A’s efforts to connect with the 
boy when his father was deployed are notable. By 
attending to children’s emotional needs, we can 
support their academic potential.

Physical
The growing adolescent boy encounters boundaries 
within the middle school structure that physically 
impact him or otherwise constrain his need for 
physical activity. For example, the desks in English 
class are constricting. He is physically uncomfortable, 
which causes him to fidget and his teacher to become 
annoyed. PE is only offered every three days, and not 
all the class time is dedicated to physical movement. 
At lunch there is not enough time to eat; good 
nutrition is particularly important at this age. 

These are just a few examples, from this single 
short diary, to illustrate the importance of attending 
to young adolescents’ needs and assets. Motivated 
middle school teachers might want to think of one of 
their own students as a “case study.” How is that boy, 
or that girl, being appropriately served by your school 
and in your classroom?  

danIel M. levIn, Ph.d., is clinical assistant professor 
and director of middle school programs in the Center for 
Science and Technology in Education in the Department 
of Teaching and Learning, Policy and Leadership in the 
College of Education at the University of Maryland, 
College Park.

Molly Mee, ed.d., is associate professor and chair 
of the Department of Secondary and Middle School 
Education in the College of Education at Towson 
University in Baltimore, MD.
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osprey
A middle school-collegiate mentoring  
partnership that benefits everyone

By MattheW ohlson, Ph.d.
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Intergenerational mentoring is an effective strategy 
to prepare students to become college and career 
ready. CAMP (Collegiate Achievement Mentoring 
Program) Osprey provides an innovative leadership 
mentoring program that pairs collegiate leaders from 
the University of North Florida (UNF) with at-risk 
middle school girls to increase leadership skills as well 
as college and career readiness skills.

CAMP Osprey builds from the framework that 
has been implemented at other university settings 
(University of Florida – CAMP Gator and North 
Carolina State – CAMP Pack), where more than 1,500 
student mentors and mentees have been positively 
impacted. The experiential activities embedded 
within the program immerse the middle school 
student mentees in new opportunities in academics, 
athletics, and personal development and may serve as 
a model for decreasing negative behaviors.

caMP hits the court
The UNF women's tennis team has been working with 
local Lake Shore Middle School, a high-poverty (70% of 
students receive free and reduced lunch), high-needs 
school (D School Grade, 2016 Florida Department of 
Education) in Northwest Jacksonville. The school 
was selected based on its relationship as a partner 
school with the College of Education of Human 
Services, where university faculty work with teachers 
to improve instructional practices and student 
achievement. Lake Shore also showed a clear and 
consistent commitment to the partnership by assuring 
CAMP Osprey staff that their students would attend 
mentoring sessions, transportation would be provided, 
and that a dedicated staff member would be present 
to support each session. The fact that Lake Shore was 
a middle school (grades 6-8) also played a role in the 
selection process, as previous research showed the 
greatest gains within the CAMP leadership mentoring 
model amongst students in this age group.

The initial on-campus event generated by this 
partnership involved 12 African American female 
middle school students visiting the tennis complex 
on UNF’s campus to participate in a tennis skills 
academy. Prior to students learning how to properly 
hold a racquet or hit a tennis ball, the middle 
school students were joined with UNF mentors in 
a “leadership learning” session based on Covey’s 
(1991) The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People. In 
the days prior to their visit, the student-athlete 
mentors received leadership training where they were 
challenged as individuals as well as teammates to 
work through The Habits as they would be presenting 

such content to their mentees. Mentors and mentees 
made interpersonal connections as they engaged 
with each other on topics such as public speaking 
strategies and the developing a personal brand.

Lake Shore Middle School students were then 
able to return to the UNF campus later in the fall as 
they attended the tennis team’s final fall event, the 
“UNF Invite.” This event was a tournament hosted 
at the UNF Tennis Complex, which included schools 
such as Troy University, University of South Alabama, 
Barry University, and Flagler College. At this event, 
the middle school mentees cheered with joy as their 
mentors competed, while further learning about the 
complexities of the game of tennis from the UNF staff. 
The students then received a tour of UNF’s campus 
and had lunch in the student union. The day ended in 
the campus game room where the CAMP Osprey staff 
along with additional UNF student-athlete volunteers 
joined the fun.

going to school
After the second visit to campus the UNF mentors 
took the opportunity to learn about their mentee’s 
school and community by spending two separate 
days in the following weeks at Lake Shore Middle 
School. The tennis team received another round of 
leadership training prior to their visits with their 
mentees. Collegiate mentors were then able to 
discuss and develop skills with their mentees on 
how to manage their time, set goals, and develop 
habits that align with those goals. Additionally, UNF 
mentors had the opportunity to meet their mentee’s 
teachers and classmates. This proved to be a profound 
experience for the UNF women’s tennis team. The 
majority of the collegiate mentors were from outside 
the United States including Germany, Bolivia, and 
Ecuador, and none of the mentors had been 
in a high poverty, urban school before. 
Conversely, the UNF women’s tennis 
team proved to be a perfect fit for the 
inaugural partnership due to the diverse 
backgrounds of both mentors and mentees, 
coupled with the lack of opportunity for 
participation in the sport of women’s tennis in 
their Lake Shore Middle School community.

the Impact

student athlete Mentors
Numerous mutually beneficial effects emerged 
from the partnership between the UNF 
women's tennis team and Lake Shore Middle 
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School. Student-athlete mentor reflections conveyed 
the significance of providing opportunities for 
personal growth, the ability to make a difference, the 
value of building relationships, and the importance of 
understanding the context within which these middle 
school students reside. Sample testimonials from the 
UNF mentors include:

This partnership has given me a connection to 
young girls like no other. I have never been part 
of anything like this and it feels great to reach out 
and be part of something bigger. I believe the more 
time our teams spend with the girls individually, 
the more impact we will have on their future. I am 
excited to see them grow into the person they strive 
to be. I believe in them.

This partnership means a lot to me. I feel like we 
can really have a positive impact on these girls and 
their development. I am very excited to be part 
of their journey. It is important to have people to 
look up to. We all have them and if we can be that 
person for someone, that is a great accomplishment 
and responsibility that I am willing to take on. I 
can't wait to build a closer relationship with the 
girls and get to know them better.

This partnership is very important for me to keep 
me on track of my dreams. Young girls help me 
remember where I am coming from and that I have 
a long path to fulfill. In addition, it gives me power 
to positively influence someone's life. The girls let 
me connect to them in a way that is beneficial for 
us and I am grateful for this experience.

lake shore Middle school students
The impact on the middle school mentees was 
significant as well. First, more than 95% of 
participants would recommend the program to 
one of their middle school peers. In addition, 100% 
of all participants felt more supported and more 
confident in their goals of attending college. Finally, 
in terms of more immediate goals, the school 
administration shared that there has been a decrease 
(5%) in discipline and behavior issues (suspensions, 
referrals) within the mentee group since they have 
been involved in the program. Attendance also 
increased within the mentee group (3%). Discipline 
and attendance variables such as referrals and 
suspensions are leading indicators of potential 
academic, social, and attendance issues and serve as 
powerful insight into the impact the program started 
to have on these young ladies.

conclusions and Implications for  
Middle schools
The CAMP Osprey program may function as 
a replicable template for mutually beneficial 
partnerships between middle schools and their 
community partners. The best practices integrated 
through this endeavor include
• Learning that focuses less on mere knowledge 

acquisition and more on the development of 
meaningful relationships and experiential activities

• Established leadership development curriculum that 
focuses on skills that will help the mentors/mentees 
succeed now and in the future

• Mutually beneficial goals that extend beyond what 
is traditionally offered to students (tennis lessons, 
college campus visits, meeting with college faculty, 
visiting an urban school, etc.)

• Site visits at all stakeholder organizations to ensure 
understanding of their relevant contexts and shared 
appreciation of who the mentors/mentees are

The program continues to expand with new 
opportunities for middle schools including a STEM-
focused partnership between our collegiate students 
majoring in science serving as mentors to students at 
a STEM charter middle school in Jacksonville called 
River City Science Academy. In addition, through 
the use of videoconferencing technology, the CAMP 
Osprey mentors are serving as virtual leadership 
mentors to students in urban districts such as Miami-
Dade County Schools (FL) and rural students in 
Putnam County (FL) and Milford ISD (TX). The hope 
is to equip middle school students throughout the 
nation with the skills, support, and opportunities 
to eventually attend college and serve as the next 
generation of collegiate mentors.  

MattheW ohlson, Ph.d., is an assistant professor in the 
Department of Leadership, School Counseling, and Sports 
Management in the College of Education and Human 
Services at the University of Florida, Jacksonville and 
faculty coordinator for the Taylor Leadership Institute.

 matthew.ohlson@unf.edu
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   TE ACHER COACH

In a world in which we can always look things 
up, memorization still matters. Depending on 
the situation, engagement, meaning, progress, 
expediency, and safety are increased significantly if 
participants have the following information at their 
mental fingertips ready for immediate use: 
• The alphabet’s sequence
• Blue paint mixed with yellow paint becomes  

green paint
• The outcome of the Tinker v. Des Moines (Students 

do not, "shed their constitutional rights to freedom 
of speech or expression at the schoolhouse gate.")

• Definitions of a subject’s working lexicon – 
Qualitative is different from quantitative, DNA 

different from RNA, pitch is different from key, and 
the domain of a function is different from its range

• Weight and measure conversions
• Rate = Distance/Time
• Musical notes, symbols, and dynamic instructions
• A better action verb is stronger than an insufficient 

verb with multiple adverbs 
• Formal and informal versions of the same language
• Knowledge of which chemicals are so toxic they 

should be handled with gloves and under a 
ventilation hood

• Multiplication tables
• Proper stretching and weight-lifting techniques
• The five protections under the First Amendment 

Memorization still Matters

By Rick Wormeli 

Benefits of quick access to working memory and  
25 memorization techniques
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• Lab and construction site safety procedures
• Knowledge of the three branches of government
• Control-Alt-<button> commands when coding
• Log-in names and passwords
• Basic geography, locations of states and countries
• Proper CPR procedures
• “Righty-tighty, lefty-loose-y”
• Great poetry (column-writer’s license here – It lifts 

and connects us all when we memorize swaths  
of great poetry and literature and share them  
with others)
Almost 10 years ago, I wrote a piece for this 

magazine about the power of memorization. The 
conversation continues, and in some ways, has 
become more urgent. We’ve grown even more reliant 
on the Internet for everyday, let alone subject-specific, 
information, storing little in our own brains, giving up 
some of our human sovereignty over thoughtfulness, 
somehow integrating the Internet as a natural 
extension of what it means to be human. 

Problem: Only half of low income children have 
access to the Internet after school hours (Rachel 
Monhan, “What Happens When Kids Don't Have 
Internet at Home?” The Atlantic, 2014). It’s seven 
out of ten students in Detroit public schools (Jessica 
Rosenworcel, “Limited Internet Access a Challenge 
for Detroit Kids,” Detroit Free Press, 2015) and five 
million families nationwide (Clare McLaughlin, “The 
Homework Gap: The ‘Cruelest Part of the Digital 
Divide’,” NEAToday, 2016). What happens when we’ve 
made them rely on the Internet for their working 
memory data resource, but beyond the school day,  
it’s not there?

Even for those with consistent access at home, has 
our reliance on the Internet to provide the answer we 
didn’t take the time to memorize hindered students 
nonetheless for not cultivating in them a working 
memory fortitude with the focus and skills to retain 
chunks of information purposefully for later application 
or simply because they enjoy a topic, and to access 
both while in situations without Internet access? 

In his 2013 Atlantic article, “When Memorization 
Gets in the Way of Learning,” California high school 
teacher, Ben Orlin, wrote that he still remembers 
48 prepositions from his sixth grade class where his 
teachers asked students to use, “mnemonics and 
other artificial tricks” to remember content. Later,  
he cites the power of repetition to help people 
remember things: 

In 10th-grade English, I wrote a paper on Robert 
Frost's apocalyptic poem ‘Once by the Pacific.’ I 
read it dozens of times, dissecting every phrase. 

Months later, standing on a rocky, storm-swept 
beach, I found that I could recite the poem by 
heart. I never set out to memorize it. I just...did.

I get goosebumps thinking of what a moment that 
must have been. His deep study of that poem led to an 
otherwise unachievable moment by the sea he values 
to this day. It invokes Pasteur’s, “Chance favors the 
prepared mind,” observation heartily. Absent that 
deep study of the poem, it would have been one more 
walk on the beach among many, never crystallizing 
into a moment of moving insight. What opportunities 
for resonance and connection are lost because we 
didn’t have the knowledge base inside of us to 
perceive the now? 

Of course, Ben said he read the poem dozens of 
times and dissected every phrase. This was a huge 
effort in meaning-making, and this is what led to 
such exceptional recall years later on the beach. 
Connections can’t be made, though, unless they are 
attached to something already in mind. Students 
don’t know what is salient and worth elevating, or 
what warrants time and energy to look up in outside 
resources, unless they have at least some basic set 
of data already in mind, gathered initially by rote or 
not. As Ben says later in the article, “It's a mistake 
to downplay factual knowledge, as if students could 
learn to reason critically without any information to 
reason about.”

Interestingly, Ben says at one point that 
memorization by repetition, “…bypass[es] real 
conceptual learning. Memorizing a list of prepositions 
isn't half as useful as knowing what role a 
preposition plays in the language.” Ben is 
right, of course, except for one word, 
bypass. Instead of a bypass, let’s 
consider memorized content as a 
stepping stone towards conceptual 
learning. 

Before we can debate a topic, we have 
to have the particulars of the topic at our 
mental fingertips. If we want to make 
connections among different 
elements of curriculum in 
our working memory, 
it’s easier if those 
elements are already 
stored to some degree. 
If we want to work 
expediently without 
losing momentum 
to stop and look 
up information, that 
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information must be ready to access in a timely 
manner. As my students in past years have studied 
Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address, they have also 
memorized every word of it. In the midst of discussion, 
then, someone makes a claim, and every student’s 
analytical mind quickly compares the claim to 
each of the sections of text and makes an informed 
response. They also compare the Address to other 
speeches, literature, and government policies. As a 
result, content has more meaning, students are more 
engaged, and learning lasts longer.  

Let’s be clear, though: We should never settle for 
students merely parroting back to us what they’ve 
memorized as demonstration of mastery. In Poor 
Richard’s Almanac (1750), Ben Franklin writes, “Tim 
was so learned, that he could name a horse in nine 
languages; so ignorant, that he bought a cow to 
ride on.” A memorized Periodic Table of Elements 
is useless unless we understand the reasons for 
clustering the elements in families as they are, and we 
can use that knowledge in scientific applications. It’s 
safe to declare that memorized material significantly 
aids students’ understanding and application of new 
information learned. In short, the more students know, 
the more they can learn. Memorizing information 
expedites this process. 

North Yorkshire England, psychologist and teacher, 
Marc Smith, writes in his November 2012 blog, 

Memorising facts can build the foundations for 
higher thinking and problem solving. Constant 
recitation of times tables might not help children 
understand mathematical concepts but it may 
allow them to draw on what they have memorised 
in order to succeed in more complex mental 
arithmetic. Memorisation, therefore, produces 
a more efficient memory, taking it beyond its 
limitations of capacity and duration…There exists  
a considerable body of evidence to suggest that  
a memory rife with facts learns better than  
one without.

— “Why memorising facts can be a keystone to 
learning,” https://www.theguardian.com/ 

teacher-network/teacher-blog/2012/nov/21/
memorising-facts-keystone-learning-psychology, 

downloaded December 28, 2017

Professor of Cognitive Psychology at the University of 
Virginia, Daniel T. Willingham, writes, 

…[M]any of the cognitive skills we want our 
students to develop—especially reading with 
understanding and successfully analyzing 
problems—are intimately intertwined with 
knowledge of content. When students learn facts 

they are not just acquiring grist for the mill— 
they are enabling the mill to operate more 
effectively. Background knowledge is absolutely 
integral to effectively deploying important 
cognitive processes. 

— Retrieved from https://www.aft.org/periodical/
american-educator/spring-2006/knowledge-

classroom, referring to his longer article, "Inflexible 
Knowledge: The First Step to Expertise," in the 

Winter 2002 issue of American Educator. 

Willingham cautions, though, that we shouldn’t simply 
have students memorize random facts for their own 
sake: “Mindless drilling is not an effective vehicle for 
building students' store of knowledge.” The facts, 
definitions, dates, formulas, etc. that we ask students 
to memorize should be part of a larger unit of study, 
connected in some way to other bits of knowledge. So, 
when asking students to memorize parts of a plant, for 
example, it is because they are using that knowledge 
to understand the plant’s role in a particular 
ecosystem, or how a plant’s vascular system differs 
from an animal’s vascular system. When students 
learn the definition of a new word, they use it 
thoughtfully in the context of our unit of study, but 
also in other arenas: They discover that interest can 
be compounded, but so can errors, illnesses, and 
sentences. The facts we ask them to memorize are not 
inert, they are applied or referenced meaningfully in 
some way.

Imagine not knowing the definitions of the subject 
terms or even some of the action words used to 
describe what you are supposed to be learning. The 
teacher might declare, for example: 

Transfer RNA (tRNA), [is a] small molecule in 
cells that carries amino acids to organelles called 
ribosomes, where they are linked into proteins. In 
addition to tRNA there are two other major types  
of RNA: messenger RNA (mRNA) and ribosomal 
RNA (rRNA)…Ribosomal molecules of mRNA 
determine the order of tRNA molecules that are 
bound to nucleotide triplets (codons). The order of 
tRNA molecules ultimately determines the amino 
acid sequence of a protein because molecules of 
tRNA catalyze the formation of peptide bonds 
between the amino acids, linking them together  
to form proteins. 

— From www.britannica.com/science/ 
transfer-RNA, downloaded December 28, 2017

For those of us with no background in biology, we’re 
lost and slightly panicked. We will not join the class 
conversation, ask questions, or engage with content at 
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a deeper level for fear others will discover and confirm 
our ignorance. If, however, we fully understood the 
terms amino acids, proteins, nucleotide, codons, 
catalyze, and peptide bonds, we have a healthy 
self-confidence. We make compelling connections, 
construct meaning, and engage. We won’t fully 
grasp the big picture by simply memorizing key word 
definitions, of course, but we can’t even perceive the 
first brushstrokes of the larger mural without having 
initial reference points. 

Just as we find in effective SIOP (Sheltered 
Instruction Observation Protocol) for English 
Language Learners, students engage and learn 
English and subject content much faster and more 
solidly when there is meaning. So, we encourage 
them to work with content in their own language 
from time to time to get them to that meaning-making 
level, then we substitute English wording for their 
native language’s wording, then use the new wording 
contextually and frequently, and they get it, and just 
as importantly, they retain it. 

The rest of this column describes the more 
successful memorization techniques I’ve taught 
students over the years as well as some suggested 
by others. Note that some of them come from theater 
world—a perfect place to learn techniques for 
memorizing! Some are weird, but they work, so don’t 
be too quick to dismiss them. Note that doing just one 
of these rarely works; it’s four or five together that 
lead to the best memorization. It’s worth momentarily 
suspending the content curriculum just to teach these 
techniques, as they can help with many subjects 
down the road, not just here in your classroom. In 
the end, using these techniques actually moves your 
students farther than would have been achieved 
without them.  

25 suggested Memorization techniques:
 1.  Teach the concept to someone else. Ask students 

to do this to classmates, students in other grade 
levels, or adults in their lives. By interacting with 
their “students,” they actually memorize the 
information themselves. 

 2.  Practice reciting lines or information while 
standing in front of your family or friends. This 
simulates the pressure we’ll feel when reciting 
the lines for performance or test, and we need to 
condition our minds to be able to do this prior to 
the actual assessment. 

 3.  Start at the end and work back to the front. With 
a long body of text or information to learn, start 

by memorizing the last few words of the last line, 
then add the word or few words in front of that 
last segment, and continue all the way to the 
end of the phrase you already memorized. Then 
memorize the word or few words in front of that 
second to the last segment, and go all the way 
to the end, and so on. If we start by memorizing 
the first words of a passage, then add the next 
words in sequence and continuing through until 
the end, it seems overwhelming, but it doesn’t feel 
that way when working backwards like this. By 
the time we work our way back to memorizing the 
text’s very first words, the rest of the passage has 
been repeated many times, and we know it well. 

 4.  Memorize in phrases and bridges, not individual 
words. Memorizing in short chunks as well as 
the relationships between those chunks really 
helps. For example, memorize one segment of a 
line, then the next segment, and finally, the last 
word of the first segment and the first word of the 
second segment, so the tongue flows from one 
into the other naturally.

 5.  Practice reciting the information while looking 
at your eyes in front of a mirror. Looking at 
just our eyes in the mirror is a little unnerving 
and doing so as you recall the information helps 
solidify the memory; we really have to focus. 

 6.  After memorizing for a while, go do something 
else. Let some time pass. Then, recite your lines 
or concepts again. In her book, How to Teach 
So Students Remember (2005, ASCD), Marilee 
Sprenger reminds us that when first memorizing, 
the reciting/practice sessions should be frequent 
and with short time periods between each one. 
As we move farther from the original learning, 
however, we need to space them out. We’re not 
telling students to memorize while working on 
other things. Overt memorization takes focus, 
not scattered, switch-tasking attention to many 
things simultaneously. 

 7.  At every waiting time in your life, practice the 
lines or information. This keeps the information 
on our mental radar scope and memorized under 
a wide variety of conditions, which creates 
a memorization dexterity that’s important to 
recalling the lines when we most need them for a 
performance or test. The more contexts in which 
we recite the information, the more versatile we 
are with that information.  

 8.  Practice reciting the lines or concepts in the 
same place you’ll be asked to remember them. 
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The familiarity will make it easier to recall the 
lines. Students who learn math formulas while 
staring at your Calvin and Hobbes cartoon 
collection on the wall will remember those 
formulas when they see those cartoons again. 
Context has great impact on memorization. 

 9.  Use different voices to recite the lines. This is 
weird, yes, but try saying the lines with different 
accents or impersonated voices. Again, we’re 
creating some additional variables, but each one 
provides more access points and makes the lines 
more vivid in our minds. 

 10.  Make sure your mind is awake. This seems 
simple, but it really works. If we’re sluggish, 
memorization is hard, and even worse, recall 
fizzles. Remind students that adequate sleep 
helps memory formation. All-night cramming 
actually diminishes later recall of important facts. 

 11.  Eat a good breakfast with complex 
carbohydrates, proteins, and fluids. Orange juice 
and a Pop-Tart don’t cut it. 

 12.  Hydrate. Drink a lot of water, even when you’re 
not thirsty. Without regular hydration, we become 
sluggish and slow-thinking. 

 13.  Move a lot and exercise. This gets oxygen and 
nutrients to the cognitive/memorization centers 
of the brain. Seriously, an hour of swimming, 
basketball, or working out is one of the best ways 
to boost memorization. 

 14.  Read something interesting or intellectual 
that you understand before memorizing and 
before recalling the memorized information. It 
stimulates neurons to “fire” completely, puts the 
mind into a reflective, connecting mode, which is 
great for recall. 

 15.  Use memory devices (mnemonics). Many of 
us know the popular mnemonic for the order of 
operations in math (parentheses, exponents, 
multiplication, division, addition, subtraction): 
“Please Excuse My Dear Aunt Sally,” The Great 
Lakes, Huron, Ontario, Michigan, Erie, Superior 
can be remembered with the word, HOMES. 

 16.  Chain. This mnemonic device is good for lists 
or groups of unrelated items that have to be 
remembered. In a chain, we create a story or 
picture that incorporates every item in the list 
or group. For example, if we had to memorize 
horse, candle, dictionary, cryptology, violin, and 
thunderstorm, we’d imagine riding a horse through 
a midnight thunderstorm that threatened to 

extinguish 
the candle 
flickering 
in the 
lantern we 
carried in 
one hand 
above the 
horse’s head. 
If it goes out, 
we won’t be able 
to find our way to 
the cryptologist’s home 
to give him the secret code 
dictionary that he needs to save the country. 
The suspenseful moment becomes a movie with 
soundtrack violins playing more and more urgently 
as the storm rages around us. If the sequence of 
the items to be memorized is important, then each 
item should occur in the story or picture in the 
order that reflects that sequence.  

 17.  Write everything you have to remember on one 
side of a regular piece of paper, then transfer all 
of it, encapsulating as necessary, to both sides of 
a 3 X 5 notecard. Then transfer the material from 
both sides of the card onto one side of another 
3 X 5 notecard only. By the time you’re finished 
encapsulating, abbreviating, and recording, you 
know the material. 

 18.  Express the information to be memorized through 
a different medium. Draw a picture, do a dance, 
or play music on an instrument that represents 
the information. Re-expressing the information in 
another domain such as art, dance, or music helps 
our minds recall the information later. 

 19.  Ask someone to call the cues for you. We all 
know that feeling when you think you’ve studied 
something well then ask someone else to test you 
by calling out questions, and suddenly your mind 
turns to cement. You knew this information just 
ten minutes ago, you lament, why are you going 
blank now? Truly, you take your memorization to 
a whole new level when someone gives you the 
word or idea ahead of what you need to recite, 
and you are able to come up with the right word 
or idea at the right moment. 

 20.  Make an outline of the lines or concepts, and 
memorize just that. This is kind of a mnemonic, 
of course, but it’s more of a virtual metaphor 
for packaging the information. Pat Wolfe (Brain 
Matters, ASCD, 2010) says that students tend to 
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be able to remember 
five or less unrelated 
items at a time. This 
means we should 
do lectures in terms 
of five or less major 
points, speak in 
terms of five or less 
steps in the math 

algorithm, and ask 
them to memorize five 

or less aspects of a particular 
historical era. The great thing, however, is 
that students can actually memorize more, if 
it’s compartmentalized. For example, they can 
memorize five large categories, but then memorize 
the contents of those categories (again five or 
less items per category) independently. If each 
category had five items, they will have memorized 
25 different items. Helping students to set up 
outlines of subsets of information within larger 
sets of information is helpful for memorization. 

 21.  Use props. The mind likes prompting. If we 
memorize a section of text about the way 
Eratosthenes discovered the circumference of the 
earth while placing a cloth tape measure used 
for measuring waist lines around the classroom 
globe, we remember the material better. If we 
can use the props in our performance or test, they 
will trigger our memories of the information. If 
we can’t use the props at our desk or on stage, 
we can still line them up in the back of the room 
where we can see them and get the trigger that 
way, too. Even if we can’t bring them into the 
room or on stage at all, we can memorize the 
material with each prop individually at home, 
then simply memorize the list of props in our 
mind. As we recall each prop, we recall the 
information associated with each one. 

 22.  Put the information in the form of a song. Songs 
are simply better remembered by most of us. 
Their patterns and familiar tunes serve to help 
us recall information. If your students are stuck 
for ideas on how to do this, ask them to rewrite 
the lyrics of a well-known song to include the 
information they have to memorize. 

 23.  Conduct conversations with others in which 
each time one of you speaks, you have to use 
one of the words/concepts/lines you’re trying to 
memorize in a meaningful way. This helps you 
manipulate the words and concepts thoughtfully, 

which moves the information into long-term 
memory. Using the word or concept must be 
meaningful, however. “Tuberculosis is a word on 
our vocabulary list,” wouldn’t work. 

 24.  Frequent, challenging retrieval. Professor Jeffrey 
D. Karpicke describes a study in his 2016 Science 
Brief in which two different groups of students 
were asked to study science text, but one used 
retrieval practice and the other used concept 
maps. The retrieval practice group read the text, 
wrote down all they could remember from it, then 
they re-read it, and did the recall writing activity 
again. The other group created concept maps of 
the content as they read. In the final assessments, 
the retrieval practice groups outperformed the 
concept map creators. (“Practicing retrieval 
enhances long-term, meaningful learning.” 
Psychological Science Agenda, June 2016, http://
www.apa.org/science/about/psa/2016/06/
learning-memory.aspx)

This isn’t to say that concept maps don’t help; 
they do, but basic, repeated retrieval practice of 
content shouldn’t be missed. 

 25.  Interleaved practice. Cognitive scientist Dr. 
Pooja K. Argarwal reminds us that interleaved 
practice is also critical. In interleaved practice, we 
don’t do large blocks of the same thing in a row. 
Instead, we use one set of concepts and skills, 
then do another set, and yet another set, then 
return to the first set, mixing up the practice a bit. 
Argarwal writes, 

“Practice problems are interleaved if the 
problems are arranged so that consecutive 
problems cannot be solved by the same strategy. 
For example, if one problem is solved by finding 
the area of a circle, the next problem requires a 
different strategy, such as solving an inequality….
When practice problems are arranged so that 
consecutive problems cannot be solved by the 
same strategy, students are forced to choose a 
strategy on the basis of the problem itself.” 

This experience forces students to engage at 
a deeper level, achieving a more robust practice 
session with the material than could be achieved 
by practicing the same skills or concepts in long 
blocks. 

Education journalist Marianne Stenger 
describes a study looking at interleaved practice: 

In a study led by Bjork and Williams College 
psychologist Nate Kornell, students were asked 
to learn the painting styles of 12 different artists 
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by looking at six samples of each artist’s work. 
Some participants were shown each artist’s 
paintings in a row, while others viewed them 
in mixed order. When tested later, the students 
who had seen the paintings in mixed order 
were better at matching them with the correct 
artist than those who had studied each artist’s 
paintings in one group. 

She confirms Argarwal’s insight indicating the 
complexity of the retrieval and practice being key 
to student long-term retention: 

[Citing Professor of psychology and director 
of the UCLA Learning and Forgetting Lab, 
Dr. Robert Bjork]…[W]hen we mix up our 
study materials, we start to notice both the 
similarities and differences among the things 
we’re learning, and this can give us a better and 
deeper understanding of the material. Another 
possible reason interleaving is effective is that 
it makes learning more difficult…learning is 
simply more effective when it’s challenging. 

— “Interleaved Practice: 4 Ways to Learn Better 
By Mixing It Up,” September 9th, 2016,  

https://www.opencolleges.edu.au/informed/
learning-strategies/interleaved-practice-4-ways-

to-learn-better-by-mixing-it-up/

To really hit a homerun with your students as 
they learn these memorization techniques, use 
them yourself and walk into class on the first day 
of teaching the techniques with a famous poem, 
intricate scientific process, or a section of the textbook 
fully memorized. Dazzle your class with what you 
recall. Seriously, show off; this is a time to “Wow” 
the students. To really nail it, secretly ask one of your 
students to do this as well and ask him or her to recite 
what he or she knows. It’s particularly effective if you 
choose a non-A+ student to do the demonstration. 

Students are often astounded by what their minds 
can accomplish if they only put some effort into the 
task. These techniques will serve them well in later 
grade levels. I still remember esoteric names of human 
anatomy, differences in the art of different historical 
eras, Newton’s Laws, conjugations of Spanish verbs, and 
some passages from the Federalist Papers as well as 
Chaucer, Shakespeare, and others from my high school 
days over 40 years ago because teachers asked me to 
memorize them back then. Yes, some of the material I 
memorized I don’t remember immediately today, but 
when stimulated by reading about the topic or working 
with similar ideas, my mind floods with connections 
and insight I don’t think I would experience unless I had 
spent focused time memorizing.

Once memorized, content becomes the launching 
pad for multiple applications and long-lasting 
learning. Un-memorized material must constantly 
be re-learned every time it’s used. Why not increase 
students’ dexterity and teach them how to memorize 
content, not just apply it wisely? We may never have 
to memorize something as long as a full opera, but 
it sure would be great if students could hold their 
own in debates, avoid wasting time looking up easily 
memorizable facts, navigate without the use of an ISP, 
and make astute connections quickly. Given the right 
context and information, it could even save lives.   

rIck WorMelI is a long-time teacher, consultant  
and author living in Herndon, Virginia. His book, The 
collected Writings (So Far) of Rick Wormeli: crazy, good 
Stuff I Learned about Teaching Along the Way, is available 
from www.amle.org/store. His new book, Fair Isn't Always 
Equal: Second Edition (Stenhouse Publishers), is available 
in March 2018.

 rwormeli@cox.net 
 @rickwormeli2
 www.rickwormeli.com
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I bet you didn’t know that you signed up to be a triage 
nurse now did you? Meeting the social, emotional, 
and academic needs of middle school students is a lot 
like working the triage desk in a busy hospital. The 
process of assessing the patient, gathering data, and 
making a plan of action is actually quite similar to 
what teachers do to handle the multitude of dilemmas 
in our classroom each day. Let me explain.

assess the student
Meet your students at the door. Shake hands, high 
five, make a joke, make eye contact, or simply smile. 
Sadly, you could be the only adult who takes an 
interest in a child. Obviously we are looking for signs 

of abuse, bruises, tears, disheveled clothes, or a child 
who is hungry, or is recovering from a tragedy or 
suffering from Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder. These 
are our emergencies. We must take immediate action 
to help these students. Be familiar with your school’s 
protocols for these types of problems, but also find 
out the network of educators, healthcare workers, 
guidance counselors, and others who will help you 
work with the child’s problems. For many of us, it is 
an occasion to have a problem like this, but for some 
teachers, these aren’t uncommon situations.

However, we shouldn’t only be looking for the 
big problems, as they are most often easy to spot. 
Rather, we should be looking at the small details. Is a 

triage, not emergency

By Amber Chandler

   MENTOR ME

Watching for even the small details can create a responsive culture 
that meets the social, emotional, and academic needs of students
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child constantly yawning? Does the child look sad or 
depressed? Does the child usually flash a smile, but 
that day look down or away? We need to act on behalf 
of these students too, but it might be a much more 
nuanced approach. Ask the child in casual conversation 
about what is going on. A boy today was standing 
at my desk, asking questions, but suppressing yawn 
after yawn. I jokingly said, “You need more sleep! You 
are making me yawn.” He went on to tell me —freely, 
without more prodding—that his cousin is staying with 
them for a while, and they were up playing video games 
all night. This is the moment when we can let the child 
know we care, and we can also make suggestions. 

gather data
Just as a nurse takes a patient’s temperature, comparing 
the temperature to what it is typically, we must take 
note of data that indicates there might be a problem 
with a student. If a student never misses homework, 
but suddenly doesn’t do it, there is something going on. 
If a child is always polite but has become sullen, look 
into it. Keep notes in your gradebook of discrepancies 
and surprising grades. These types of observations may 
come in handy later at a CSE meeting, a disciplinary 
situation, or a parent meeting. Letting students know 
that you notice is important too. If a student is suddenly 
late to class, even though she’s been on time all year, I 
always ask if there is anything I can do to help her get to 
class on time. More times than you think the problem is 
something you can assist with; for example, helping  
a child learn a better route to your class, perhaps  
one that doesn’t take the long way around, can  
show that you care, and that you are going to hold  
the child accountable. 

Make a Plan
When the triage nurse assesses the patient, she or he 
must decide if the patient needs immediate attention, 
can wait, or doesn’t need to be seen at all. When a 
student’s problem is minor, we need to help the child 
address it. I frequently meet with students to help 

them organize their lockers, notebooks, backpacks, 
etc. They simply become overwhelmed—we’ve 
all been there. Sure, this type of help isn’t always 
rewarding, as many disorganized kiddos become very 
flustered when they are required to “get their act 
together” as I call it, but this type of early action can 
prevent later problems. 

It is important that we treat these small instances 
on a daily basis, ultimately acting as a triage station. 
If we can help the child come up with a plan (like take 
your lunch box with you to the class prior to lunch), 
we can prevent a small issue like tardiness from 
turning into an emergency later. 

Acting as a triage station by assessing our students, 
gathering data to add validity to our hunches, and 
helping the student and other adults make a plan for 
the student’s success is a radical departure from how 
education has handled the students before us. Too 
often, the only attention given to students is in the 
form of emergency care—waiting until a child had 
failed a class, watching a student continue to lose 
weight, or comforting a crying child over a divorce. 
Those are obviously important, but we must remember 
that even if a child’s problem seems small, we must 
help him or her to figure out the solution. 

Every day is an adventure in middle school, and 
most of us knew that before we started. However, I’d 
like to encourage you to look at it as a triage station 
as well. When we can prioritize what needs to be 
handled immediately and what can be dealt with later, 
we are helping create a responsive culture where the 
social, emotional, and academic needs of the child are 
taken into account.   

aMBer chandler is a National Board Certified Teacher 
at Frontier Middle School in Hamburg, New York, and the 
author of The Flexible ELA classroom and The Flexible SEL 
classroom.

 amberrainchandler@gmail.com
 @msamberchandler
 www.amberrainchandler.com
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   THE MEANiNgful MiddlE

Maggie, a seventh grade English teacher, was 
intrigued by one of the items listed in her school 
auction catalogue. A family had donated a week at 
their vacation home in Arizona, and she raised her 
hand to make a bid. The principal was the auctioneer, 
and he addressed her in front of the crowd. “Maggie, 
how on earth can you afford that?” he asked. “You’re 
a teacher!”

“It was total public humiliation,” Maggie recalls. “I 
wanted to say, ‘if you think that, then maybe you don’t 
pay me enough.’” The principal’s attitude was off-putting 
to her colleagues too, which was ironic considering the 
event was supposed to build community.

Workplace satisfaction is complex, especially 
at schools. Pay often is determined by pre-set 
scales rather than performance, and there are few 
opportunities for promotion. Leaders are challenged 
to find other ways to keep staff happy, often with few 
resources and limited time.

The Head of Sheridan School, Jessica Donovan, 
says she spends considerable time thinking about 
school climate issues. She spent her first month on 
the job interviewing every staff member. “It was very 
clear to me that there had been satisfaction issues 
in the past, and that the staff was nervous about the 
changes in leadership," she says.

Beyond Donuts in the staff room

By Phyllis Fagell

10 ways schools can improve workplace satisfaction
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Donovan believes strongly that schools should 
regularly assess staff satisfaction. She notes that 
school leaders can use many of the same metrics 
that publications such as Fortune Magazine rely on 
to determine whether companies should be on “best 
places to work” lists. These include work-life balance, 
autonomy, collegiality, opportunities for growth, 
and compensation. Relying on these variables can 
be tricky for schools, Donovan points out, because 
the education setting differs from the business 
world. “There’s something incredibly fulfilling about 
working with children that’s different than working 
in a company,” she explains. “For people who love it, 
we really love it. There’s something satisfying about 
helping kids become good people, and I don’t know 
how you measure that.”

Schools can take a deliberate approach to 
improving staff satisfaction and morale. Here are ten 
strategies that Sheridan has adopted:
• Give everyone a voice. Administer surveys and 

hold focus groups to come up with a cohesive vision 
that incorporates everyone’s ideas. At Sheridan, any 
teacher can join the hiring team. Even if teachers 
aren’t the decision-makers, they should feel that 
their voice matters. For this to work, they need to 
feel that honesty won’t backfire. As eighth grade 
teacher Eileen Hughes explains, “We say this about 
kids too; in order to learn and grow, you need to feel 
like you’re in a safe and supportive environment.” 
Leaders need to actively solicit and welcome both 
positive and negative feedback.

• Make sure staff members feel “seen.” If you get it 
right at the individual level, the climate will follow. 
Administrators need to ensure that teachers feel 
they care. They need to show interest in their 
projects and passions. Principals should never 
underestimate the importance of their presence 
(or the significance of their absence). In a non-
evaluative way, they can stop by classrooms. “When 
I was a teacher,” Donovan recalls, “I was nervous 
that my principal might not know that I’m a good 

teacher. He didn’t visit me in the classroom while I 
was teaching, so how would he know? So I just pop 
into classrooms frequently.” Administrators also 
can maintain an open door policy so teachers can 
stop by with questions or concerns. Staff can further 
this cause too. At Sheridan, one of our eighth-grade 
teachers leads a “Critical Friends” group, a program 
that enables teachers to observe and learn from 
each other.

• Don’t ignore the small stuff. Whether 
administrators serve ice cream sundaes on a 
grading day, deliver a nice note after observing a 
lesson or bring in nurses to administer flu shots on 
site, small gestures hold meaning. I now refer to  
2 pm as Diet Coke O’Clock because Sheridan offers 
free soda. It’s a small perk that never fails to boost 
my mood.

• Get everyone on board. Improving school climate 
can’t just fall on the principal. Donovan notes, 
“I feel the responsibility is 100% mine, but I 
can’t improve the climate unless everyone else 
takes responsibility too.” Workplace satisfaction 
committees can take a proactive approach to 
solving brewing problems. Sunshine committees 
can plan social events and acknowledge milestones 
such as birthdays. Staff can create a contract that 
explicitly states school values. Sheridan’s staff 
contract addresses respect, speaking truth with 
kindness, valuing strengths and vulnerabilities, and 
celebrating growth. Along those lines, make it clear 
that meanness and bullying won’t be tolerated.

• Offer self-directed, meaningful professional 
development. Give staff leeway to choose at least 
some of their continuing education opportunities, 
and then encourage them to share what they learn 
with colleagues. Help experienced staff members 
continue to grow and develop by working with new 
teachers or formally mentoring graduate students at 
local universities. 

• Start from a place of trust. Treat staff like 
professionals, not clock punchers. Maintain an 
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understanding that teachers will 
need to go to appointments or 
attend their own children’s plays 
or conferences. Offer flexibility 
when it comes to leave time. 
Sheridan very intentionally has 

no time cards. “What I appreciate most 
about my work environment,” says 

Melanie Auerbach, Sheridan’s director 
of student support, “is that I know that 

everyone holds the same belief that family comes 
first, and as a community we work together to 
support each other when times are good and in 
times of need.”

• Provide opportunities for creativity and autonomy. 
Have staff write their own curriculum or augment 
existing lesson plans if possible. Provide regular 
opportunities to discuss professional goals. Give 
staff a chance to request a move to a different grade 
or express other concerns before they have to sign 
their contracts.

• Honor and teach about diversity and differences. 
Don’t assume this will happen on its own—it takes 
work. Sheridan holds SEED (seeking educational 
equity and diversity) groups for teachers to foster a 
more accepting environment, encourage self-discovery 
and improve interpersonal understanding. This is 
done in-house by trained teacher-facilitators. All new 
staff members also receive social justice training, 
which explores implicit bias and helps teachers be 
intentional both in and out of the classroom.

• Give transparent and regular evaluations. It’s 
motivating when teachers set their own goals and 
clearly articulate the path they’d like to follow. 
Sheridan does this using a process called “Lines 
of Inquiry.” Supervisors can monitor progress 
with regularly scheduled meetings. They also can 
provide formal observations at regular intervals. 
The majority of these visits should be announced, 
and teachers should know what their supervisors 
are evaluating.

• Offer teachers personal and classroom support. 
This can be done through mentoring or referral 
for confidential counseling. When teachers don’t 
meet performance expectations, collaborate on an 
improvement plan and make sure they know the 
school wants them to do well. People go through hard 
times and are not always at their peak. “We’re all in it 
to support the children,” Auerbach says. “Identifying 
resources in the building, whether it’s the learning 
specialist or the counselor, allows teachers to 
collaborate when they’re feeling stuck or frustrated.”
As for Maggie, her humiliation ended up being 

the tipping point for her school. A few days after the 
auction, she told her principal that his comment  
had hurt and embarrassed her. He immediately 
apologized and said he would never repeat the 
mistake. At a staff meeting, he took full responsibility 
and made it clear that he appreciated the feedback. 
“Strangely, that one terrible comment ended up 
opening the lines of communication and improving 
our school climate,” Maggie says. “It forced us to talk 
about things more often, and we all ended up feeling 
better about work.”  

PhyllIs l. fagell is the school counselor at Sheridan 
School in Washington, D.C., a therapist at the Chrysalis 
Group in Bethesda, MD, and a regular contributor to  
The Washington Post. She is the author of Middle School 
Matters (Da Capo Press, forthcoming 2019). 

 @pfagell
 phyllisfagell.com

 √ ! ?
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   WRiTE TO lE ARN

Much of the writing we assign our students is public 
writing—writing to communicate with others. 
Writing-to-learn is personal writing, writing that helps 
students increase their comprehension of texts in all 
disciplines. The 2000 report of the National Reading 
Panel states, “Teaching students to use…writing to 
organize their ideas about what they are reading is 
a proven procedure that enhances comprehension of 
the text.” Writing to Read: Evidence for How Writing 
Can Improve Reading, a report commissioned by the 
Carnegie Corporation (2010), listed that the #1 core 
instructional practice effective in improving student 
reading is to “have students write about the texts they 
read.” Reader response compels readers to interact 

with the text and makes visible for readers and their 
teachers the depth of text comprehension. This is the 
third in a series of columns on scaffolding writing-
to-learn by teaching a variety of reader response 
strategies before, during, and after reading.

during reading response: using 
Marginal notes
During-reading response is defined as response 
students write while they are reading a text. 
Effective responses should demonstrate that readers 
are exploring, questioning, and challenging text; 
visualizing; and making connections, inferences, and 
predictions to construct meaning from text. However, 

reader response in all Disciplines

By Lesley Roessing

 √ ! ?
Scaffolding writing-to-learn by teaching reader response 
strategies before, during, and after reading
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response should not disrupt or sabotage the reading. 
Therefore, marginal notes work well for all students, 
especially reluctant writers, and takes little time away 
from the reading and discussion of a text. Marginal 
notes work especially well with informational texts of 
all types in all disciplines.

The reasons to employ reader response are twofold: 
for teachers to be able to see what and how students 
are reading and to guide readers to interact with text 
and, in that way, increase their comprehension. When 
readers are trained to mark marginal notes as they 
read, it fulfills both purposes.

When students read informational text, reading is 
most interactive and effective when readers consider 
the facts or statements they are reading: 
• I knew this (activating prior knowledge)
• This is a new idea or a surprising fact (noting 

something new or novel to consider)
• This is shocking (an idea that might go against what 

would normally be believed or accepted)
• I have a question about this or this is confusing 

to me (noting where additional information or 
clarification is wanted or needed)

• This may be important (noting details that seem 
important or appear that they may become 
important to understanding the text as a whole)

• I agree with this (noting when something makes 
sense or fits what is already known)

• I disagree with this (possibly based on something 
previously learned or read through other venues)

• I want to know more about this (a topic for further 
research or reading)

• I can make a connection (between the text and 
experiences the reader has had; between the text and 
another print, literary, audial, or visual text; or between 
the text and something going on in the world)
The teacher, or the class together, can assign 

logos—simple, easy-to-draw, and easy to remember 
symbols—to each statement, such as

√ =  I knew this
! =  new/surprising idea
!! =  shocking fact
? =  question or confusion
* =  important detail
 =  I agree
 =  I disagree
+ =  I want to know more
>< =  a connection 

As students read an informational text, they highlight or 
underline a fact or detail and note a logo in the margin.

Introducing Marginal notes
It is most effective to introduce readers to the concept 
of marginal notes by introducing and employing three 
logos with a text, such as an article, and when the 
students are familiar with those three, adding two 
more and then two more, until they are employing all 
logos as marginal notes to show their thinking. To 
begin, the easiest logos as marginal notes are 

√ =  I knew this
! = This is a new/surprising idea
? = I have a question or am confused 

To introduce the concept, the teacher should share an 
article she has read, highlighting certain statements. 
The teacher demonstrates what she is thinking when 
she reads the statement or fact and chooses what logo 
she is placing in the margin.

I read, “Australian Shepherds are also called 
‘Aussies’.”
I think, I know that because I have Josie,  
an Aussie. 

So I put a √ in the margin since I knew that  
fact from experience.

Australian Shepherds are also called ‘Aussies’. √
I next read, “They are not from Australia;  
they are from western US.”

I did not know that because I thought they  
were from Australia.

So I put an ! in the margin since it was a  
new (and surprising) fact. 

They are not from Australia; they are  
from western US. !

Later in the article I read, “They are people- 
loving dogs who need to have a job to do.”

I think, Job? What kind of a job would a dog  
have? What would happen if they don’t  
have jobs?

So I put a ? in the margin to show that I have  
a question, actually questions, about that.

They are people-loving dogs who need  
to have a job to do. ?

The teacher then can progress to a Guided Practice; 
the students read an article and stop at the same place, 
underlining the statement, and placing the appropriate 
logo in the margin. For example, the teacher projected 
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an article from Scholastic magazine. The article 
began with a statement that the teacher highlighted, 
“You have probably heard—or even sung—America’s 
national anthem at a baseball game.” The teacher 
stated that she would mark the logo that showed her 
thinking and the students were to highlight that same 
statement in their copies of the article and each write 
the logo that showed their thinking.

The teacher explained that she knows that the 
national anthem is played at baseball games so she 
placed a √ in the margin. Some students who did not 
play or watch baseball wrote down an ! because, 
to them, this was a new fact. One student said he 
knew the anthem was played on televised games but 
wondered if it was played at all games; he wrote down 
a ?. Another student wondered if the national anthem 
was always sung or sometimes just the music was 
played, and therefore, he wrote down a ? also.

As an independent practice, an article was 
distributed and students were asked to read the 
article; highlight 10 facts, details, or statements; 
and mark the logos that show their thinking in the 
margins. Teachers may ask students to highlight one 
fact or statement per paragraph or three from the first 
third of the text, three from the second third, and 
three from the last third to be certain that students 
read the entire article. The number of facts can be 
altered for different students for differentiation. 

A seventh grade science class read an article on 
climate change:

An eighth grade ELA class reading the novel Of 
Mice and Men also read an article about “Growing Up 
on the Steinbeck and Hamilton Ranches in the 1920s 
and 1930s.” Three of the six students marked the last 
sentence as * to show a detail they each thought to be 
important. 

.

In response to facts in an article about 
Kristallnacht in a social studies class, the students 
who marked the most statements as “√ I knew that,” 
explained that they had read novels on the Holocaust 
in ELA classes or on their own.

Marginal notes as formative 
assessment
While the students are reading and making their 
marginal notes, the teacher can walk around and 
quickly glance at the margins of papers, getting 
a feeling about how well the students know the 
material— if most of the material is already known, if 
all the material is new, or if they are questioning the 
material or are confused by it. The logos should be 
written in the margins (hence, "marginal" notes) so 
the teacher can walk around and see what types of 
reactions students are having to the articles and to what 
areas in the article they are reacting, and also so the 
students can quickly find them for discussion purposes.

This is a quick formative assessment allowing the 
teacher to note if he needs to provide more background 
knowledge before the text is discussed, or, on the 
other hand, if most students are jotting down many 
checkmarks, the teacher may inquire why so many 
students know about the subject and might find that 
they studied this topic in another grade or read a novel 
about this topic in the former grade. The teacher can 
then adjust his teaching. If there are a lot of questions, 
this text might lead to additional reading.

using Marginal notes to generate class 
discussions
After students have independently read the text 
and marked notes in the margins, they first go back 
and cross out any question marks for questions that 
were answered by the end of the text. They can 
then be instructed to move into small groups and 
discuss what they knew, what they each learned, 
and what questions they still have as a group; groups 
can analyze if they had more questions or more new 
information or more “already-knowns.” They use their 
marginal notes as a basis for their discussion and to 
build and extend their conversations, discussions that 
can go in multiple, diverse directions.

It is much easier to generate a discussion when 
students have their notes in front of them and, looking 
at the logos, they can remember where they had 
questions and what facts were new to them. They 
can explain why they placed a check near a fact. 
Their notes give them something concrete to discuss. 
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If students have questions in common that the text 
didn’t answer, they can form inquiry groups based on 
their questions and collaboratively conduct an inquiry.

After small-group discussion, students can 
individually choose one underlined fact and copy it in 
their journals and explain and expand their thinking 
about that fact.

Teachers have found classes to be more engaged 
with reading informative texts and deeper, more 
expansive discussions to be generated with more 
student participation when using the marked-up texts. 
Students enjoy comparing what they thought while 
they were reading with others. In this way, marginal 
notes lead to increased comprehension of text.  
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Megaph o ne
amusing, interesting, and provocative comments from the field of education

“i look forward to 
meaningful work, but not 
the pressure to do more 
and to be so busy that i lose 
sight of my sense of purpose. 
as educators, we have an 
opportunity to change the 
narrative from “being busy” 
to “being productive and 
purposeful.”

— Andrew Miller Instructional coach at Shanghai American 
School in “It’s Ok to Say No”, Edutopia, August 7, 2017.  

“the purpose of 
education is not 
to sort kids—
it’s to grow kids. 
teachers need to 
coach and mentor, 
but with grades, 
teachers turn into 
judges.”  

— Scott Looney, head of school at the hawken School, 
cleveland, Ohio quoted in “Will Letter grades Survive?” 
Edutopia, by Laura Mckenna, January 5, 2018

   MEgAPHONE

“What you'll find is that when you start taking better care of 
yourself, exercising, and spending more time with your family, 
your passion for teaching will reignite. Creative lesson ideas will 
begin to flow again. Student relationships will begin to build.  
If you live an adventurous and balanced life outside of school, 
that positive energy will spill over into the classroom. “ 

— Justin Ashley , Nc Teacher of the year, on pursuing happiness across all facets of life “The Life Lesson a Teacher of the year Learned in 
Rehab,” Education Week Teacher, June 7, 2017, https://www.edweek.org/tm/articles/2017/06/07/the-life-lesson-a-teacher-learned-in.html#. 
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